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Using Paddle-to-the-Sea

Holling Clancy Hoiling's talents are at their best in the classic Paddle-ro-the-Sea. The
story can be read, understood, and enjoyed on at least three levels of student ability,
thanks to Holling's artistry with words and pictures. On the simplest level, the color
illustrations alone can be used to tell the story. Each chapter contains a full-page picture
that perfectly shows what the chapter is about. On a second level, the words of the
chapter reveal the ideas, develop the characters and settings, and explain what the pic-
tures are showing. For detailed study, the black-and-white drawings in the margins of
the text offer an expanded view of main points in the story and teach new material to
enhance understanding. From these drawings we learn how locks work, see interim
maps showing where Paddle is at each point, and compare the before and after of a for-
est fire. Enjoy Paddle on the level most appropriate for your class.

You may also wish to show the l967 film, Paddle-to-the-Sea, which is distributed by
the National Film Board of Canada. The film is 28 minutes long. Students who
previewed it with us were attentive throughout.

Using this Curriculum Guide
These Curriculum Activities have been developed for use in grades 3 through 6. They
have been tested among students and teachers in those grades and found to be an
interesting supplement to existing curriculum topics, as well as an exciting way to teach
those same topics. Choose any or all of the activities presented to reinforce the concepts
introduced in the story. The time you will need to complete each activity varies; some
activities require planning and preparation in advance. At the beginning of each activity,
you will find a statement of objectives that may help you to choose activities
appropriate for your class.
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Summary of Activities
Clean Cantpaign

Organize a litter cleanup in your community and see how much recyclable material you can collect.

Forest Firm � Gocid and Bad
Learn how fires can benefit as well as harm the environment.

Building a "Birchbark" Canoe
Use oaktag and yarn to make a model of a birchbark canoe.

Harbor Guides

Play a game to illustrate how ships move through busy harbors.

Over the Falls

Write a story about how Paddle might have felt as he fell over Niagara Falls,

Great Lakes Bulk Carriers

Learn the parts of a Great Lakes bulk carrier and find out what cargoes are moved on the Great
Lakes.

Parlez-vous franglais?
Learn simple French words and phrases and complete a word puzzle. Sing a voyageurs' song.

Life in an Estuary
Learn what an estuary is and why it is an important resource.

Sharing Ecosystem Resources
Use role-playing to simulate a Law of the Sea conference. Compare it with Chief Seattle's view of
resource use.

The Sea at Lastl

Write about how Paddle might feel now that he has finally reached the sea.

Paddle Makes Headlines

Write and illustrate an article that might have appeared in a French newspaper when Paddle arrived
in France,

A Dream Comes True

Write a story about how you might feel if your dreams really came true.
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Great Lakes Geography

Introduction

Holling compared the Great Lakes to bowls set on a hillside, water ninning from one
"bowl" to another and on into a river that eventually reached the sea. The states and
provinces of two countries surround the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence River, which
connects them to the Atlantic Ocean. These are among the largest lakes in the world,
and they are an important resource for all the people living along this "long river
reaching to the sea."

Objective
When students have completed this activity, they will be able to identify the Great
Lakes and the surrounding states and provinces on a map.

Materials

Map of the Great Lakes worksheet  master on page 2!, wall map  in pocket of back
cover!, stiff paper or oaktag, double-stick tape, labelled map of the Great Lakes area.

Procedure

1. Reproduce the student worksheet, Map of the Great Lakes. See how many of the
Lakes, states, and provinces students can identify. Use a labelled map of the area as
an identification guide when students have named as many of the shapes as pos-
sible on their own.  You may want to repeat the worksheet as a post-test after fin-
ishing the story.!

2. Put up the wall-sized outline map of the Great Lakes area. You may want to larni-
nate this map for durability. Make tags from stiff paper or oaktag to label the lakes,
states and provinces. Have students take turns matching the names to the shapes on
the map. Use double-stick tape to attach the tags to the map. As you read Paddle-
to-the-Sea, you may want to make additional tags to label cities, rivers, or other ar-
eas mentioned in the story.

3. Use string or yam to mark Paddle's progress as you read each chapter. Compare
your map with the author's in the back of the original book.

4. Vary the drill as you read the story. For example, on one day have students draw
labels out of a hat and place them in the correct locations on the wall map. On
another day, assign a route to be taken  for example, from Quebec to Gary Indiana!
and have students identify lakes, states, and cities along the chosen route. On a
third day, take turns guessing the name of a place from each other's descriptions of
its location on the map, size, shape, and so on.









5. What places would our Paddle Person pass by on the way to the ocean?

6. What ocean would our Paddle Person reach?

Extension Activity
Carve your own Paddle Person and release it in your local stream. Directions for
carving are on page six.

Sample Map

Arrows show the direction in

which water flows



Carving a Paddle Person

Introduction
The Indian boy carved his Paddle Person to look like a real person in a canoe. To make
his small model, the Indian boy used a scale pattern to make sure that the proportions in
his model were the same as in real life. For example, if a real canoe measured twelve
feet long and two feet high, a model of the same canoe might be twelve inches long and
two inches high. In this case the scale for the model is one inch to one foot. A larger
model might be twenty-four inches long and four inches high. In this case the scale is
two inches to one foot. In both cases, though, the proportions of the model canoe re-
main the same as the proportions of the real one: all are six times longer than they are
high.

Objectives
When students have completed this activity, they wiH be able to explain how to use
scale patterns in making carved models and to list carving safety rules.

Materials
Graph paper for making patterns, blocks of balsa wood  about 2 X 4 X 8 inches, avail-
able at most craft shops!, jack knives or sharp paring knives, sandpaper, acrylic paints
and small paint brushes  optional!.

Rules for Carving Safely

1. Always carve with the sharp edge of the blade pointing away from you.

2. Make sure there is plenty of space around you so that you don't bump others while
carving.

3. Remove wood from the block a little bit at a time; never try to carve off large
chunks.

4. A sharp knife cuts wood more easily.

5. Always close a jack knife before carrying it; carry a paring knife with the blade
down and the sharp edge back.

Procedure

1. Read and discuss the carving safety rules. Be sure students understand the irnpor-
tance of following these rules while they are carving.



2. On the graph paper, trace around the side of the block of wood. This will give you
the maximum possible size of your model.

3. Draw the outline of a Paddle Person inside the rectangle. There is a sample pattern
on the next page, and the illustrations in the book may also be helpful to you. Re-
member to consider the proportions of your model. You may want to measure one
of the illustrations in the book and decide on a scale to keep the same proportions
as you draw your outline within the rectangle.

4. Place your graph paper over one side of your block of wood and trace around your
outline with a dull pencil, pressing hard. Balsa wood is very soft, and the pencil
will push the outline into the wood. Turn your graph paper over, place it over the
other side of the block, and press the outline into that side. Make sure that the front
of the canoe is at the same end on both sides of the block!

Place scale drawing over
block and trace outline

block of

balsa wood scale drawing of
Paddle Person

5. Using a sharp knife, slowly carve small pieces of wood off the block until you have
carved all the way around the outline and the rough shape of your Paddle Person is
complete.

6. Use sandpaper to smooth your Paddle Person.

7. Carve or paint details  eyes, mouth, clothes, etc.! on your Faddle Person if you
wish.



Sample pattern for carving a paddle person





4. Add one cup of water to the largest lake. Measure the depth again. How much has
the water level changed?

5. Add one cup of water to the middle lake. What is the new water level in the middle
lake? In which lake did the water level change more?

6. Add one cup of water to the smallest lake. What is the new water level? Did the
water overflow? What can you conclude about how the size of a lake affects
changes in water levels when equal amounts of water are added to each lake?

7. Add several drops of India ink to the water in the largest lake and stir gently. What
has happened to the color of the water?

8. Slowly add water to the largest lake until it begins to overflow into the middle lake.
What is happening to the water in the rniddle lake? Continue adding ~ater to the
largest lake until the water is overflowing from each lake. Describe what happens
to the color of the water in each lake as more and more water is added to the
system.

9. Continue adding water until the water in the largest lake looks clear again. Can you
still see ink in the water of the other lakes? What can you conclude about how
water-soluble pollutants are carried through lakes?  India itrk is not water-soluble,
bur it is used here as a visible example.!

Trim off tops of cartons as shown
Cut outflo

asten cartons together with duct

10
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How Big is a Crowd7

!ntroduction

As Paddle travelled through the Great Lakes, he passed by forested wilderness areas
and cities where thousands of people live. The Great Lakes and the surrounding land
provide many resources for the people who hve in the area. Water for drinking and
industry, fish for food, minerals, arid other resources are abundant. But people create
wastes and add chemicals to the environment when they use resources, and these can
be harmful. When many people are concentrated in one area, they may compete for
scarce resources. In addition, the wastes these people generate tend to concentrate in
the area immediately around them and may cause pollution problems.

Objectives
When students have completed this activity, they will be able to list the relative areas
and relative human populations of the five Great Lakes and to describe some of the
problems that arise when many people need a limited resource.

Materials

Ball of string; masking tape; area, population and Fish Production tables  master on
page 133!; 100  minimum! Hershey kisses or peanuts in shells; 5 paper bags.

Advance Preparation
1. Cut lengths of string and tie the ends together to make loops proportional to the

areas of the five Great Lakes. Suggested lengths in meters are given for groups
of less than thirty and more than thirty participants  less/more!.

Lake Superior 8.5/11.0 m
Lake Michigan 6.0/7.5 m
Lake Huron 6.0/7.5 m
Lake Erie 2.5 / 3.0 m
Lake Ontario 2.0 /2.5 m

2. Decide how many students will be "populating" each of the lakes. Use the chart
on the next page to assign numbers of students to represent the relative numbers
of people living around each lake. Numbers are given for both United States and
Canadian residents  U.S,/Canada!. Remember that Lake Michigan is the only
Great Lake which shares no border with Canada,

NOTE

You may want to invite another class to share in this activity, especially if your class has
less than twenty people in it. Larger numbers of participants better illustrate the differ-
ing concentrations in population throughout the Great Lakes region.

14



3. Divide Hershey Kisses or peanuts in shells into groups representing the pro-
portional number of fish caught annually in each of the Great Lakes. You will need
at least l00 Kisses or peanuts. One Kiss or peanut represents approximately 50
tons of fish. Label the five bags with the names of the five lakes and use the table
below to put the correct number of "fish" in each bag.  For groups of less than 25
students, you may want to halve these numbers.!

Procedure
1. Look at the tables of information about the Great Lakes and discuss the following

questions:
~ Which of the lakes has the largest area? Which has the smallest?
~ Which lake has the largest population? Which has the smaBest?
~ Are more people living near the eastern or the western lakes?
~ Are more people living near the United States or the Canadian shores?
~ Which lake produces the most fish? Which produces the least?
~ Where would you go if you wanted to catch fish?

Z. Make an "international border" on the floor with a strip of tape. Arrange the loops
of string that represent the five Great Lakes along the border from left to right
according to the diagram on the next page.

15

Lake Superior
Lake Michigan
Lake Huron

Lake Erie

Lake Ontario

8

35

5

50

2



Lake Michigan

3. Assign the appropriate numbers of participants to the United States and Canadian
sides of each of the lakes.  An alternative is to assign participants to each lake
without specifying a country; in this case you do not need the tape border.! Each
participant should put one foot on the string "shore" of the lake. Where are people
closest together? Did anyone have a hard time finding room to stand? Oii which
lake or lakes do you think the biggest cities are located?

4. Pass the appropriate bag of "fish" around each lake. Each person takes ONE Kiss
or peanut each time the bag is passed to him or her until the bag is empty.  If you
have no one assigned to Lake Superior, set aside that bag and do not distribute
those "fish" in the other lakes.! Which lake had the most "fish"? In which lake did
people catch the most? Why do you think this is so?

5. People create waste when they use resources, and much of that waste is carried by
water. Too inuch waste causes pollution problems. Open and eat your "fish." Put
the foil wrappers or peanut shells on the floor inside the loop of string that is your
lake. Which lake is the waste most concentrated  closest together!? Remember that
the water from each lake flows into the lake downstream  in this case, to the right!
of it. In which lake or lakes do you think might have the worst pollution problems?
Why do you think so?

6. Clean up and discuss the activity together.

16



Discussion Questions
1. What relationships have you seen between population, resources, and waste?

2. What could you have done to riiake sure ALL participants got an equal number of
"fish"?  Sell or trade for other resources or services, for example.!

3. How do you think the amount pf pollution in the Great Lakes could be reduced?

4. How could you reduce the amount of waste you produce"-

Extension Activities

Play math games with Great Lakes areas and populations. For example, find out how
many times Lake Erie could fit in one Lake Superior, how many people per square
meter there are in each lake, and so on. Or organize a Clean Campaign  page 107! to
leam more about recycling.

Additional Information

The Great Lakes: An Environmental Atlas and Resource Book.

Jointly produced by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and Environment
Canada. Copies are available free of charge from:

Great Lakes National Program Office
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
230 South Dearborn Street

Chicago, Illinois 60604

or

Conservation and Protection, Ontario Region
Great Lakes Environment Program
Environment Canada

25 St. Clair Avenue East

Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4T l M>



%ater Surface Areas of the Great Lakes
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Great Lakes Population
 as of 1981!

Average Annual Catch of Fish
 tons!





Discussion Questions
1. What happened to the bubbles you released in still air  before the fan was

turned on!?

2. What happened to the bubbles you released in front of the fan? How did they
move?

3. Was there any difference in the way the bubbles moved when you released them
above, below, or beside the fan? Why do you think this might be so?

4. Compare the way the bubbles moved m the air stream with the way you have seen
objects move in water currents. How does the wind act like a river in the air?

5. When the fan was turned to the higher setting, what happened to the bubbles?
What does this tell you about the strength of the wind created by the fan?

6. Paddle was carried along by water currents, but sometimes winds pushed him
backward. How do wind currents help people move from one place to another?
Can you think of ways that wind currents might keep people from moving ahead?

7. How do people use the power of winds to do work?  Some examples are sai tboats,
windmills to pump water or generate electricity, hang gliders.!

8. Are wind currents and water currents related?

9. Suppose bubbles lasted forever. Would this create problems in our world?



Tour by Mail

Introduction

The Indian boy wanted to travel to the sea. Since he couldn't go himself, he carved
Paddle to take the journey for him. Paddle travelled to many places on his way through
the Great Lakes to the sea. We can "visit" many of these places ourselves without ever
leaving home. We can write letters to people who live in the places we would like to
visit, asking them to send us information about where they live.

Objective
When students have completed this activity, they will be able to write a business letter
correctly.

Materials

List of addresses  on page 22!, paper, envelopes, stamps.

Procedure

1. Write to the Chambers of Commerce of various Great Lakes cities, or to the tourism
bureaus of the states and provinces mentioned in the story. Some useful addresses
are listed on the next page. Consult your telephone directory for local addresses.

2. Keep these guidelines in mind when you write your letters:
* Send orIe request from the class to each person or agency.
~ Ask for specific information: What attracts tourists to this area? How many

people live in this city  state, province!? What industries are located there?
What are the most important products of the area?

~ Send a self-addressed, stamped envelope with your request. This will make it
easier for the agency to answer your letter.

* Plan to wait two or three weeks after sending your letters for your requested
information to arrive.

3. Use this basic format to write a correct business letter to each agency:

Return address

Date
Agency name and address

Greeting: Dear Sir or Madam,

Body of letter Closing: Sincerely yours,
Signature

21



4. Many Chambers of Commerce and tourism bureaus will send colorful brochures or
post cards to advertise their major attractions. You may want to make a bulletin
board to display these advertisements, or attach them to the appropriate areas on
your wall map of Paddle's voyage. Compare and contrast the advertisements from
different places.

Selected Addresses

Greater Cleveland Growth Association
690 Huntington Building
Cleveland, Ohio 44115

New York Travel Bureau
99 Washington Street
Albany, Ncw York 12245

Toledo Area Chamber of Commerce
218 North Huron Street

Toledo, Ohio 43604

Tourism New Brunswick

PO Box 1030

Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada E3B SC3

Nova Scotia Department of Tourism
PO Box 130

Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada B3J 2M7
Ontario Travel

Queen's Park
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M7A 2ES

Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
eox 450

Madison, Wisconsin 53701

Michigan Tourist Council
300 South Capitol Avenue
Lansing, Michigan 4S926

Illinois Adventure Center

l 60 North La Salle

Chicago, Illinois 60601

Indiana Tourist Development Division
336 State House

Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

Pennsylvania Bureau of Travel Development
400 South Office Building
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120

22

Ohio Department of Development
Office of Travel and Tourism

30 East Broad Street

Columbus, Ohio 43216

Minnesota Department of Economic
Development
51 East 8th Street

St, Paul, Minnesota 55101

Tourisme Quebec
12 Sainte Anne Street

Quebec City, Quebec, Canada G1R 3X2

Prince Edward Island

Tourist Information Division
PO Box 940
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, Canada C1A 7MS





Seasonal Summary of Main Evenis

FALL 2
Paddle survives the forest fire

WINTER 2
Paddle skates over Lake Huron

24

SPRING 1

Paddle's journey begins
Paddle travels through the beaver pond
Paddle is carried to the sawmill with the logs
The lumberjack saves Paddle

SUMMER 1
Paddle reaches Lake Superior
Paddle is trapped in the marsh
Paddle passes Duluth, Minnesota, and Superior,

Wisconsin

Paddle is stained red from iron dust

Paddle is caught with the fish in the Apostle
Islands

FALL 1

Paddle passes Keweenaw Peninsula
Paddle gets tossed ashore and washed back into

the lake by storms
The ship is wrecked in Whitefish Bay
Paddle gets tossed ashore and picked up by the

Coast Guard crew

Bill repairs Paddle

WINTER 1

Paddle rides the dogsled to The Soo
Maloney keeps Paddle on the ore boat until

Spring

SPRING 2

Paddle goes to Gary, Indiana, on the ore boat
Paddle is dropped overboard with Maloney's

laundry

SUMMER 2

Paddle travels north through Lake Michigan

SPRING 3
Paddle drifts south through Lake Huron

SUMMER 3

Paddle reaches Bay City, Michigan
Paddle gets a boat ride through Lake St. Clair to

Detroit and then to Lake Frie
Paddle travels through Lake Erie to Buffalo

FALL 3

Paddle goes over Niagara Falls
Paddle gets caught in the whirlpool
Paddle travels through Lake Ontario

WINTER 3
Paddle stays with the old lady in Montreal

SPRING 4
Paddle travels down the St, Lawrence River
Paddle is caught in the tides in the Gulf of

St. Lawrence

SUMMER 4
Paddle rides the Gulf Stream to the Grand Banks
Paddle reaches the sea

Paddle is picked up by the French fishing boat

SPRING 5

French newspaper with Paddle's story arrives in
Nipigon country
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Lake Michigan
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Lake Huron
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7hken by Surprise

Introduction
The Indian boy had been working on his Paddle Person during the winter. He wanted to
send Paddle on his journey in the spring. Suddenly, he heard geese fiying overhead,
returning to the North. Spring was corning soon, but his Paddle Person wasn't ready
yet! He would have to work quickly to finish his project before the ice melted. People
are often taken by surprise when they are trying to get something done. Many times
people must meet deadlines to finish a project. Have you ever been in such a situation?

Objectives
When the students have completed this activity, they will be able to list the six basic
questions a story should answer. They will write and illustrate a story which answers
these basic questions.

Materials

Paper, pencil or pen, markers or crayons.

Procedure

1, Discuss with students what they expect to find out when they read any story.
Six basic questions should be mentioned:

~ WHO is the story about?
~ WHAT is happening in the story?
~ WHY do these things happen?
~ WHEN is it happening?
' WHERE does the story take place?
~ HOW is the problem solved?  How does the story end?!

2. Read Chapter l, How PaddIe-to-the-Sea Came To Be. Discuss possible answers to
these six basic questions from information in the chapter.

3. Write a short story about someone being taken by surprise or trying to meet a dead-
line, It can be about something that actually happened to you or someone you
know, or you can make up a situation. Remember the six basic questions your story
should answer.

4. Draw a picture to illustrate your story. What basic question s! have you answered
with your drawing?

5. Share the stories with the class. Read each one aloud, then discuss it. Have the
class list the six basic questions, then answer them for each story.

31



Animal Snowshoes

Objectives
When the students have completed this activity, they will be able to define pressure in
terms of body weight and foot area and to explain how some animals' feet act as
snowshoes.

Materials
Ruler, pencil, plain paper, graph paper, diagrams of Animal Tracks  pages 40-44!,
Animal Snowshoes worksheet  master on pages 34-35!.

Terms to Know
Pressure-the amount of weight per unit area; how hard something pushes against
something else. For this activity,

Pressure = body weight in kilograms
foot area in square centimeters

Advance Preparation
On the day before you do this activity, have each student find out his/her own weight.
You may be able to use a scale in the school gym or the health office.

Discussion Questions
1. What animals visited Paddle on the hillside?

2. Which of these do you think wouM sink farthest into the snow? Which one wouM
not sink very much at all? Why do you think so?

3. What happens to you when you try to walk through deep snow? Why do you think
the Indian boy used snowshoes instead of regular boots to walk through the snow?

32

Introduction
The Indian boy used snowshoes to help him move over the snow when he went to check
on Paddle. When he got there, he saw the tracks of many animals in the snow. Moving
through deep snow can be diAicult for many animals, but some have specially adapted
feet to help them move more easily during a snowy winter. These animals have feet
which are very large compared to their body size-feet like snowshoes. Instead of
sinking into the snow and pushing through it to move, animals with snowshoe feet can
move over the snow without sinking in, so they use less energy to go from place to
place. In general, the larger an animals's feet are in proportion to its weight, the less it
will sink into snow. This means that if two animals ~eigh the same, the one with
smaller feet will sink farther into snow than the one with bigger feet.



Procedure
Use the animal track diagrams to calculate the approximate foot area for different
animals. Record the information on the worksheet, First measure the height of the
hind foot print in centimeters, then measure the width of the hind print. Multiply
the height by the width to get the approximate foot area in square centimeters. If
the front print is a different size than the hind print, measure its height and width
also and multiply them to calculate its area. Remember, these animals have four
feet, so you will need to add together the areas for both hind feet and both front
feet  four in all! to calculate the total foot area. Fill in the chart for each animal,

Now find your own weight in kilograrns. If you measured your weight in pounds,
divide by 2.2 to calculate your weight in kilograms. Fill in your weight in
kilograms on the chart. The average weight of each animal in kilograms has
already been filled in for you.

Now you are ready to calculate the pressure that each animal exerts as it stands on
a surface. Divide each animal's weight by its total foot area, Fill in the pressure
column on your chart. Don't forget to calculate your own pressure!

4.

Calculate the pressure you would exert if you were wearing a pair of snowshoes
that are 60 cm long and 35 cd wide. What is the total area of your snowshoes?
Divide your weight by the area of your snowshoes to calculate your new foot
pressure. Is your foot pressure greater with snowshoes or without?

5.

Graph your results. Put WEIGHT along the X-axis  horizontal! and PRESSURE
along the Y-axis  vertical!. For each animal, make a point on the graph where its
weight and its foot pressure intersect. What can you conclude about the size of feet
in determining foot pressure? Can two animals of different weights exert the same
pressure? How would this be possible? How can two animals of the same weight
exert different pressures?

6.

33

Now calculate our own foot area. Use a pencil to trace the outline of your bare foot
on a piece of paper. Measure the height and width  at the widest point! of your
footprint and calculate its area. Multiply by two  you have two feet! to calculate
your total foot area and write this total on the chart.





page 2NAME

Foot Pressure  kg/cm'!
body weight ~ total foot area

I Total foot area  cm'!

I
I
I
I

I

Weight  kg!Hind foot area  cm~!
 height x width! x 2

Animal

1.80Front foot area  cm'!
 height x width! x 2

Foot Pressure  kg/cm'!
body weight -. total foot area

I Total foot area  cm'!

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

Weight  kg!Hind foot area  cm'!
 height x width! x 2

Animal

515Front foot area  cm'!
 height x width! x 2

Foot area  cm'!
 height x width! x2

Foot Pressure  kg/ctn'!
body weight, total foot area

I Total foot area  cm'!

I
I
I

I
I
I

Weight  kg!

Foot area  cm'!
0teight x width! x2

I Total foot area  cm'!
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

Foot Pressure  kg/cm'!
body weight -. total foot area

Weight  kg!
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Tracking a Good Story

IntroductionMany animals came to look at Paddle while he was on the snowbank. The Indian boy
knew what animals had been there because he recognized their tracks in the snow.
Animal tracks tell a story. Tracks show what animals have been in certain places, which
way they were travelling, how fast they were moving, and if they were alone or with
others. Look for animal tracks in snow during the winter or in muddy areas when there
is no snow on the ground.

Objectives
When the students have completed this activity, they will be able to identify pictures of
tracks of the animals mentioned in Chapter 3 and use pictures of animal tracks to tell a
story.

Materials
Pictures of Animal Tracks and Sample track picture story  pages 40-44!, drawing
paper and pencil for each student or group of students, Animal Print Identification
worksheet  master on page 38!.

Terms to Know
Print~ark left by a single paw
Track � set of prints; shows direction and speed of motion

Procedure
1. Study the pictures of animal prints and tracks. Toe marks in tracks are a clue to the

direction in which the animal was travelling; the toe marks will be at the front of
each print. The distance between tracks is a clue to how fast the animal was
moving; usually, the farther apart the tracks, the faster the animal's speed.

2. Discuss the following questions:
~ Are any of these prints similar to ones you have seen before? Which ones?

 For example, wolf is similar to dog, moose is similar to deer!
~ How are these prints and tracks alike and different?
~ Two of these animals belong to the same family. Can you identify them by

comparing their prints?
 N'easel and wolverine belong to the same family � both have five toes onPont
and hind feet!

3. Complete the Print Identification worksheet.
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4. Study the Sample Track picture story. Discuss the following questions:
What animals were involved. ~y «y«< nk o-

~ Which way was each animal moving? How can you tell?
* How fast was each animal moving? How can you tell?
~ Can you tell what happened? Why do you»nk»

 Rabbit sees wotf. Rabbi  runs away from wolf. Wolf chases rabbir.!

5. Have students work individually or in groups of two or three to draw their own
track picture stories. Students must decide what animals will be involved and what
will happen to each, then draw the story using only pictures of tracks. When the
pictures are cotnplete, show each picture to the class and have students try to
"read" each other's picture stories. Use the discussion questions above to help
students interpret. the stories.

Additional Information

A Guide to Nature in Winter, by Donald Stokes. Boston, Massachusetts: Little,
Brown k Company, 1976.

A Natural History Guide, by Herbert Laun. Alton, Illinois: Alsace Books and Films,
1967.

Track Finder, by Dorcas Miller. Berkeley, California: Nature Study Guild, 1981.



NAME

Animal print Kientification workshe~t
Match the picture of each hind foot print with the name of the correct ~ j~g

WOLF

MOUSE

RABBIT

MOOSE

WEASEL

WOLVERINE



ANSWER KEY Ariim;>l Pair>t Identification workshcct

Match the picture of each hind foot print with the name of the correct animal.

WOLF

MOUSE

RABBIT

MOOSE

WEASEI

WOLVERINE
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Prints of white-footed mouse, actual size

front
hind

track pattern in snow�
mark of tail often seen

Prints of cottontail rabbit, actual size

front

hind

track pattern in snow

e



Prints of weasel, actual size

front

hind

Prints of wolf, actual size
front and hind

track pattern in snow

track pattern in snow�
mark of belly often seen

o.



Prints of wolverine, actual size

track pattern in snow

hin



Prints of moose, actual size

track patterns in snow�
note marks where toes drag
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Sample track picture story
What happened here?



Background
Read Chapter 4, Brook and Beaver Pond, and discuss the following questions.

1. How did beavers make the pond? They built a dam across the stream.

2, What does the beavers' home look like? 1t is made of sticks held together with
mud. It looks like a small island in the pond,

3. What do the pond banks look like? There are many trees around the pond. There
are stumps of trees that the beavers have cut down.

4. What animals are mentioned in the chapter? Beavers, deer, mink, fish, muskrat,
skunk, porcupine.

5. Why would these animals need the pond? For food and water  all!, for a home or
protection from enemies  beaver, fish, muskrat!.

Objectives
When they have completed this activity, students will be able to name animals that live
in or near a northern pond and tell how those animals use the pond.

Materials
Large shoe box or small carton for each diorama  have each student make one, or
collaborate on a larger one for the whole class!, pictures of pond animals  cut from
magazines or draw your own!, stiff paper or oaktag, paste, plain wood toothpicks or
small twigs, modelling clay, tempera paints and brushes, alurninurn foil and cotton balls
 optional!.

Terms to Know
Diorama � a three-dimensional picture or scene
Lodge � a beaver's home, built of sticks and mud in a pond

Procedure

1. Set the shoe box on one long side, opening toward you. The two short sides and the
bottom of the box form three "walls" of your diorama. The two long sides become
the "ground" and the "sky." See the diagram on the next page.

2. Use tempera paints to paint the background scene on the "walls" of the diorama.
Remember that this pond is in a forested area and that beavers have cut down
some trees.

3. Paint the sky on the diorama. You may want to glue on cotton balls to make clouds,
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4. Paint the ground and the pond on the diorama. You may want to use a piece of
aluminum foil to represent the water in the pond.

5. Make the beavers' dam and home  lodge!. Use pieces of toothpicks or twigs for the
sticks. Use modelling clay to "glue" the sticks together. Position the dam along one
side of the pond and the lodge in the center of the pond. Use more clay to hold
them in place. You may want to use pieces of twigs stuck in clay along the edges of
the pond to represent the stutnps of cut trees.

6. Cut from magazines or draw your own pictures of the pond animals. Cut out each
animal and paste it to a piece of stiff paper, leaving a tab of stiff paper at the
bottom  see the diagram below!. Position the animals in the diorama by folding the
tab underneath and gluing it to the box; the animals will stand up. Your diorama iscomplete! sti

pa

fold back

Diorama



Beaver's Point of Viem

Introduction
Paddle travelled down the brook and into a beaver pond. The author describes all the
things Paddle "sees." He is writing from Paddle's point of view. In the middle of the
pond, an old beaver sits on top of his lodge. What might the beaver think of Paddle?
What might he think of the other animals at the pond? How might he feel as he
scratches himself in the sun? The old beaver has a different point of view than Paddle
does. Different things are important to him.

Objectives
When the students have completed this activity, they will be able to list the six basic
questions a story should answer. They will write and illustrate a story which answers
these basic questions.

Materials
Paper, pencil or pen, markers or crayons.

Procedure
1. Discuss with students what they expect to find out when they read any story.

Six basic questions should be mentioned:
* WHO is the story about?
* WHAT is happening in the story?
~ WHY do these things happen?
~ WHEN is it happening?
~ WHERE does the story take place?
* HOW is the problem solved?  How does the story end?!

2. Read Chapter 4, Brook and Beaver Pond. Discuss what the old beaver sees from
the top of his lodge and how the beaver might feel about Paddle and the other
animals. Try to answer the six basic questions from the beaver's point of view as
you talk about the chapter.

3. Pretend you are the old beaver and write a story about the pond from his point of
view. Remember the six questions your story should answer.

4. Draw a picture to illustrate your story. What basic question s! have you answered
with your drawing?

Extension Activities
Choose another animal mentioned in the chapter and write a story from its point of
view. OR write a play about the pond and give a speaking part to each of the animals.
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Forest Careers

IntroductionAs Paddle floated down the river during the first Spring of his voyage he wa
a log jam and carried toward a sawmill. The logs had been piled along the rive
by loggers, or lumberjacks. The lumberjacks cut the trees in forested areas ~d
them off to the sawmill. There are many careers related to growing ha~est,�
using forests and trees.

Objective
When students have completed this activity, they will be able to list and describe at leapt
three forest-related careers.

Materials
Forest Careers worksheet  master on page 50!, pencil or pen.

Procedure
I. Ask students to think of jobs related to forests or trees. For each job named, list at

least one responsibility involved in that job. For example, a logger cuts down tress,
A list of some Forest-Related Careers is on the following page. Did the class
think of all of these? Did you come up with any different ones?

2. Find out about forest-related jobs in your community or state. This information
would be available from area colleges or universities, Cooperative Extension
services, Chambers of Commerce, or industries. Check your local telephone
directory for phone numbers and addresses. Call or write to request inforinatiou
about different forest careers. If you choose to write, use the suggestions for
requesting information and the business letter format found on page 21. M«a
bulletin board to display your information.

3. Inviteare re'te a representative of one of the agencies you contacted to speak to the c
about his/her job and related careers. Before the speaker arrives, think of que' '
to ask or issuesissues you want to talk about and encourage students t»nte~'
speaker. Encoura epe . ourage the speaker to bring informational handouts « ideas
activities to do with thth the class that could enhance the speaker's prese»" "'

4. Complete the Forest Careers worksheet.
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Ex<amplcs of I=orcst-rcl<>tcd Carccrs

Arboretum employee � classifies and cares for woody plants including trees; may
preserve samples for display.

Botanist � studies the life cycles, growth, structure, and classification of plants.

Forester � studies the growth patterns, management, and use of wooded areas; helps
decide what trees should be planted to fulfill a given need  for lumber or to enhance
wildlife habitat, for example!.

Landscaper � plans where trees and other plants should be placed to fulfill specific
functions  for decoration or to attract wildlife, for example!.

Logger-cuts down trees and prepares logs for transportation to mills.

Lumberyard employee-sorts and stacks types of lumber for different uses.

Paper mill etnployee � performs any of a number of functions involved in transforming
wood chips into paper.

Park naturalist � communicates information about the growth and use of forests and
natural areas to the people who visit the park.

Research scientist � discovers new ways to use wood or wood products; studies how
trees affect the environment and how they are affected by the environment.

Sawmill operator-processes logs into different types of lumber.

Tree farm operator-grows trees for sale, for example to landscapers or to Christmas
tree suppliers.

Tree surgeon � cares for trees; studies diseases of trees and how to cure them; cuts down
dead branches or trees.

% uck driver � carries logs, trees and plants, or wood products from one place to
another.

Wood products marketer � chooses and sells things made from wood to businesses and
the general public  paper or furniture, for example!.
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NAME

Fores< Careers workshcet
Read the job descriptions listed below. Then choose the career name that best applies to
the description and write the letter of the career name in the space provided.

Designs a display to explain how wooded areas in a park are used by
people and animals.

Decides what trees should be planted to provide the best supply of lumber
for building materials.

Cuts down trees in wooded areas and prepares logs for transportation to
sawmills.

Cuts logs into lumber for different uses.

Selects trees and shrubs to plant near a house to attract birds to the area.

Processes wood chips into newsprint for a newspaper publisher.

Studies diseases of trees and cuts down dead branches.

A. Forester

B. Logger

C. Landscaper

D. Naturalist

E. Paper miH employee

F. Sawmill operator

G. Tree surgeon
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ANSWER KEY Forest Careers workshcet
Read the job descriptions listed below. Then choose the career name that best applies to
the description and write the letter of the career name in the space provided.

Designs a display to explain how wooded areas in a park are used by
people and animals.

A Decides what trees should be planted to provide the best supply of lumber
for building materials.

Cuts down trees in wooded areas and prepares logs for transportation to
sawmills.

F Cuts logs into lumber for different uses.

C Selects trees and shrubs to plant near a house to attract birds to the area.

Processes wood chips into newsprint for a newspaper publisher.

G Studies diseases of trees and cuts down dead branches.

A. Forester

B. Logger

C. Landscaper

D. Naturalist

E. Paper mill employee

F. Sawmill operator

G. Tree surgeon
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Uses of 'Aces

I jt troduction
A lumberjack saved Paddle from the saw at the sawmill. But the log that had carried
Paddle went on through the sawmill and was made into lumber. Many other products
come from trees as well.

Objectives
When students have completed this activity, they will be able to list at least five
products that they use in their daily lives that come from trees. They will be able to give
examples of at least three different categories of products from trees.

Materials

Uses of Trees list  master on page 53!.

Procedure
l. Ask students to think of as many products from trees as they can. Products from

trees include all kinds of wood products, paper, and food items, among other
things. How do students use these products in their daily lives?

2. How did American Indians use trees? The Chippewa were expert at building
canoes from birchbark  build your own model birchbark canoe using the directions
on pages 110 through 112!. They a]so made baskets and built homes from wood
and bark. Dyes from bark, roots, and fruits were used to color clothing and crafts.
Trees provided food as well.

3. Study the Uses of Trees list. How many of the uses shown here did you think of.
Did you think of any that are not on this list? What uses seem unusual to you?

4. Make a bulletin board or set up a display table to illustrate different uses of trees.
Have students bring in examples or pictures of products from trees. Draw pictures
showing products from trees and how people use them. Make labels for diA'erent
products and/or different categories of products  building materials, furniture, food,
etc.!.

5. Play an alphabet garne with products from trees. Try to think of products that begin
with each letter of the alphabet  A for apple, 8 for boat, C for charcoal, etc.!. How
many of these are represented on your bulletin board or display table? You may
want to consult an encyclopedia for more information about the uses of trees.
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ir planes

Gum:
Pine oil

Rosin

Turpentine
Varnish

Leaves:
Cedar oil

Holly
Wreaths

53

Uses of Ilees

Wood Products

Shingles
Signs
Telephone poles
Tongue depressors
Toothpicks
Tops
Veneer

Window frames

Wood pulp:
Acetate

Cardboard

Cellophane
Paper
Photographic film
Plastics

Rayon  fabric!

Other Forest Products

Bark:

Adhesives

Cork

Dyes
Fuel

Soil mulch

Tannic acid

Fruit:

Apples
Beechnuts

Black walnuts

Blueberries

Cranberries

Hickory nuts
Oranges
Pecans

Pine nuts

Sap:
Maple sugar
Maple syrup



Logs to Lumber

Introduction

How does a log become lumber? Read Chapter 7, Paddle Meets a Friend. Look at the
diagram of the sawmill at the top of that page. The boom keeps other logs together in
the water until they are pushed onto the bull-chain. Then the logs are carried through
the saws and cut into boards. Finished lumber and the leftover sawdust are shipped to
lumberyards or factories to be made into other products.

Objective
When students have completed this activity, they will be able to name and define terms
related to sawmills and lumber.

Materials

Sawmill Terms crossword puzzle  master on page 55!, pencil or pen.

Terms to Know

Boombarrier or fence made of logs attached end-to-end to keep loose logs together
in the water

BuH-chain-chain with spikes that carries logs through the runway
Carriage � moving platform that supports and shifts logs in the sawmill
Chute � tube or trough where ~aste materials are dropped
Lath~arrow strip of wood
Logs-trunks of trees that have been cut down and had their branches removed
Lumber-logs that have been sawed into boards
Plane-to make smooth or level
Runway-channel in which logs move
Season-to age wood to improve its durability
Slab � flat, broad, thick piece of wood
Tram � open railway car

Procedure

L Study Holling's diagram of a sawmi1l. Find the vocabulary words on the diagram.
Can you figure out what each is by looking at this picture?

2. Complete the Sawmill Terms crossword puzzle. All the words used are found in
Chapter 7.

3. Why do you think the sawmill in the story is close to water? What other ways are
there to carry logs to sawmills or to carry lumber from sawmills? Discuss what
things you would need to ruri a successful sawmill.
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Sawmill Terms crossword puzzle

ACROSS CLUES
3. Flat, broad, thick piece of wood
6. Logs sawed into boards
7. Narrow strip of wood
S. Moving platform that supports or

shifts wood

9. Made smooth or level

11. Aging wood to improve its durability
12. Open railway car

DOWN CLUES

1. Barrier or fence of connected logs
2. Stacked

3. Cutting tool
4. Spiked chain used to move logs in the

runway  hyphenated word!
5. Trough down which wastes are dropped
7. Tree trunks from which the branches

have been removed
10. Factory where logs are sawed
13. Channel or track in which logs move
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ANSWER KEY Sawmill Terms crossword puzzle

56

ACROSS CLUES
3. Flat, broad, thick piece of wood
6. Logs sawed into boards
7. Narrow strip of wood
8. Moving platform that supports or

shifts wood

9. Made smooth or level
ll. Aging wood to improve its durability
12. Open railway car

Word List:
BOOM

BULL-CHAIN

CARRIAGE

CHUTE

LATH

LOGS

LUMBER

PILED

PLANED

RUNWAY

SAW

SAWMILL
SEASONING
SLAB

TRAM

DOWN CLUES

1. Barrier or fence of connected logs
2. Stacked

3. Cutting tool
4. Spiked chain used to move logs in the

runway  hyphenated word!
5. Trough down which wastes are dropped
7. Tree trunks from which the branches

have been removed

10. Factory where logs are sawed
13. Channel or track in which logs move



How Waves Move
A4>P<<4 "tom OEAGLS EP-027, Waves ott the Great Lakes

Introduction

As Paddle travelled through the Great Lakes, he was constantly moving through the
water. He rode forward on currents, was pushed backward by wind, and bobbed up and
down on the waves. This activity will help you find out how objects move in water
waves.

Objectives
When students have completed this activity, they will be able to identify the parts of a
wave and to describe the motion of an object in a wave.

Materials

Length of rope  at least three meters!, masking or duct tape, Parts Of a Wave diagram
and How Waves Move worksheet  masters on pages 58-59!.

Terms to Know

Crest � the highest point on a wave
Trough  pronounced troff � the lowest point on a wave
Wave height � the vertical  up and down! distance between the crest and trough

of a wave

Wavelength � the distance from the crest of one wave to the crest of the next

Procedure

1. Discuss some of the things you have seen which cause waves to form on water.
What kind of motion have you observed in waves? What do you think causes most
waves?  Wi'nd is the most common cause of waves on mater.!

2. Make a transparency of the Parts of a Wave diagram. Indicate the crest, trough,
wave height, and wavelength in turn and ask students to define these terms in their
own words. Discuss the definitions give~ in Terms to Know.

3. Explain that waves move objects up and down, but not forward. When objects
move forward in water, they are carried by currents or pushed by wind. Waves by
themselves make objects move up and down.

4. Use the rope to demonstrate how objects move in a wave. Wrap a piece of tape
around the middle of the rope, then secure one end. Shake the other end of the rope
up and down to produce waves along its length. Look for crests, troughs, wave
height and wavelength. How does the tape move? Which moves forward, the rope
or the wave? How would you describe the motion of the rope as the wave passes
through it?

5. Complete the worksheet, How Waves Move.
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How Waves Mpyc wprksheet
1. Name at least two things that cause waves to form on water.

2. What is the most common cause of waves on water?

3. In the space below, draw a diagram of at least two complete waves.

4. Label the crest of a wave on your diagram.
5. Label the trough of a wave.
6. Label the wave height.
7. Label the wavelength.
8. When you make waves in a rope, which moves forward, the rope or the wave?

9. How does the rope move as waves pass through it?

ID. How does an object move in water when a wave passes by'?

11. If waves make an object move up and down in the water, what makes objects

move forward?
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ANSWER KEY How Waves Move worksheet

1. Name at least two things which cause waves to form on water.

Wind, boats, fishjumping � any disturbance of the voter's surface.

2. What is the most common cause of waves on water? Wind.

3. In the space below, draw a diagram of at least two complete waves.

4. Label the crest of a wave on your diagram.
5. Label the trough of a wave.
6. Label the wave height.
7. Label the wavelength.
8. When you make waves in a rope, which moves forward, the rope or the wave?

The wave moves orward throu h the rope.

9. How does the rope move as waves pass through it? UP and do<+.

10. How does an object move in water when a wave passes by?
like the tape moves up and down on the rope.

11. If waves make an object move up and down in the water, what makes objects

move forward? «nd and currents carry obj ects forward.



Passport to Adventure

Introduction
As Paddle travelled through the Great Lakes, he crossed the international border
between Canada and the United States. In most cases, people need passports issued by
their governments in order to travel in foreign countries. Some countries issue visas�
formal permissions to enter or leave their borders � to travellers. Unlike people, animals,
water, and air do not recognize national boundaries. They do not require passports, yet
as they travel, they carry resources and pollutants from one country to another.

Objectives
When students have completed this activity, they will be able to explain how passports
and visas are used in international travel.

Materials
Sample Passport application and Passport booklet  masters on pages 63-65!, markers
or crayons, pencil or pen, inkpads and objects to use for stamps, Passport Language
crossword puzzle  master on page 66!.

Terms to Know

Bearer � the person who owns the passport
Expiration � date after which a passport is no longer valid
Minors-children under 18 years of age
Nationality � the country of one's birth
Occupation � job or profession
Race-ethnic group
Signature-one's written name on a document
Validate � allo~ or make valid

Visa � formal permission to enter or leave a country

NOTE
Advance preparation is needed. Fill out passport applications, make passports, and
decide on borders for "countries" ahead of time.

Procedure
1. Fill out passport applications, Discuss any terms that are unfamiliar to you. Why

would a government request this information before issuing a passport? Has anyone
in the class ever travelled to a foreign country before?

2. Put together the passport booklets. Cut the pages apart along the dotted lines.
Design a seal for your "country" to decorate the cover. Glue a picture of yourself in
the space indicated  use a photograph or draw a self-portrait!. Fasten the pages
together along the left edge in numerical order inside the cover.
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3. Decide where the borders for at least three "countries" will be. These can be areas
within the classroom or different rooms in the school. You may want to ask other
teachers or school personnel to participate. The library, gym, and art rooni could
become different countries.

4. Assign at least two customs officials for each country. These people are in charge
of stamping entry and exit visas on the passports of the "travellers." The customs
oHicials will need inkpads and stamps. Each country should have a different stamp.
Use commercial rubber stamps, small blocks of wood, pieces of sponge or other
objects. Customs officials should also write the date and time of entry or exit under
the stamp imprint on each passport.

5. Assign a native country to all participants. Make sure everyone has a passport, then
begin the travels! Student travellers should be sure to have passports stamped
whenever they enter or leave a country. If they are taking anything from one
country to another, they must declare this to customs officials as they leave the
country. Have students travel to at least two other countries before returning to
their native land. After everyone has returned "horne," discuss the experiences.
What souvenirs were brought back from the travels?

6. Complete the Passport Language crossword puzzle to reinforce vocabulary
words.
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Name

Last
Middle InitialFirst

Address
Number and Street

City Zip CodeState

StateCity Country

Birthdate
Month/Day/Year

Sex
Male/Female

Height centimetersmeters

Weight

Hair Color

Eye Color

Occupation

PERSON TO CONTACT IN CASE OF EMERGENCY:

Name

Address

Telephone
Home Work

Relationship

I certify the above information to be correct to the best of my knowledge.

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT
63

Telephone

Birthplace

Passport Application
FILL OUT THIS APPLICATION COMPLETELY AND CORRECTLY



WARNING: Alteration, addition, or
mutilation of entries is prohibited, Any
unofficial change will render this passport
invalid,

meters

I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I IName

Birthdate

Birthplace

Height

Hair color

Eye color

Issue Date

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
cettttmeters II I I I I I I I I I

Number nnd Street

StateCity

Zip Code

Adders

Telephone

3J
64

I IEXPIRATION DATE

I I I I

I I

I

I

L

SIGNATURE OF BEARER

PASSPORT NUMBER

Bearer's home address

IN CASE OF DEATH OR ACCIDENT, notify the
nearest diplomauc or consular office and:
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Passport Language Crossword puzzle

66

ACROSS CLUES
1. The city, state, and country of one's birth.
7. Ethnic group.
8, Formal permission to enter or leave a country.

10. Children under 18 years of age.
12. Letter beginning a name.
13. Date after which a passport is no longer valid.
14, Month, day, and year of one's birth.
15, Male or female.

DOWN CLUES
1. The person who owns the passport.
2. How tall a person is.
3. Where a person lives,
4. Allow or make valid.

S. One's job or profession.
6. The country of one's birth,

11. One's written name on a document.



ANSWER KEY � Passport Language crossword puzzle

ACROSS CLUES
1. The city, state, and country of one's birth.
7. Ethnic group.
S. Forrnal permission to enter or leave a country.

10. Children under 1S years of age.
12. Letter beginning a name.
13. Date after which a passport is no longer valid.
14. Month, day, and year of one's birth.
15. Male or female.

DOWN CLUES
1. The person who owns the passport.
2. How taH a person is.
3. Where a person lives.
4. Allow or make valid.

5. One's job or profession.
6. The country of one's birth.

11. One's written name on a document.

WORD LIST:
ADDRESS

BEARER

BIRTHPLACE

BIRTHDATE

EXPIRATION

HEIGHT

INITIAL

MINORS

NAME

NATIONALITY

OCCUPATION

RACE

SEX

SIGNATURE

VALIDATE

VISA



Energy Frow and Food Webs

Introduction

While Paddle was in the beaver pond, a mink caught a fish. Later, Paddle met a moose
feeding on water lilies in the marsh. The mink and the moose both found the food
energy they needed to survive. The water lilies used the sun's energy to grow. We can
draw a diagram that shows who eats what and where energy for life comes from.

Objectives
When students have completed this activity, they will be able to define what food chains
and food webs are, and to explain that the sun is the basic source of energy.

Materials

Energy Flow background sheet and worksheet  masters on pages 69-71!, drawing
paper, markers or crayons.

Terms to Know
Food chain � diagram of who eats what
Food web � several food chains connected together
Organism � living thing
Producer � organism that can make its own food  green plant!
Consumer � organism that can not make its own food
Herbivore-consumer that eats plants
Carnivore � consumer that eats other consumers
Decomposermonsumer that breaks down dead plants and ariimals

Procedure

1. Read the background sheets. Discuss and give examples of each of the defined
terms. Think of other possible food chains using the animals Paddle found in the
beaver pond or the marsh.

2. Draw your own energy flow diagram. Remember that the sun is the source of the
energy plants need to grow. Each diagram should have at least three food chains
connected to make a food web within it. Try to think of food chains you might fmd
in environments other than ponds or marshes.
 Example: Sun - Grass � Cow � Person!

3. Complete the Energy Flow worksheet. Discuss the answers with the class.

Extension Activity
Play the Food Chain Tag game described on page 73.
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Energy Flow background shet:t

A chain is made of connected parts called links. The terms "food chain" and "food
web" describe the paths of energy flow between plants and animals in a natural
cornmututy. A food chain is a simple diagram of who eats what. Each plant and animal
stands for a link of energy in a food chain. Several food chains connected together
make up a food web.

The sun is the first source of energy. Green plants use the sun's energy and nutrients
in the soil to make their own food by the process of photosynthesis. Because green
plants make their own food, they are called producers.

All other living things in a food chain are called consumers because they cannot
make their own food. Consumers that eat plants to get their energy are called
herbivores. Consumers that eat other consumers to get their energy are called
carnivores, or meat-eaters.

Decotnposers, usually bacteria or fungi, are a special group of consumers. They
break down dead plants and animals, returning nutrients to the soil where they can be
recycled by green plants.

Below is a diagram of the energy flow in a food chain you might find in a pond.

DECOM POSE RS

PRODUCERS

Algae CARNIVOR E
SunfishHERBIVORES

Water fleas



Here isa dia ram ofg of the energy Aow in a ond foo
food chains within the web?

a pon ood web. Can yoU identify the different

Sunfish
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Energy Flow workshcci
Answer the following questions.

1. What is a food chain?

2. What is a food web?

3. Where do green plants get the energy they need to grow?

4. What is a producer?

Give an example.

5. What is a consumer?

6. What isaherbivore?

Give an example.

7. Whatisacarmvore?

Give an example.

8. Whatdodecomposersdo?

On the diagram below, label the SUN, a PRODUCER, a HERBIVORE, a CARNIVORE, and a
DECOMPOSER. Trace over the lines showing the energy flow in ONE food chain.



ANSWER KEY Energy Flow worksheet
Answer the following questions.

Whgt js g fppd chgjn? A simPle diagram of who eats what,

Whgt js g fppd web? beany food chains connected together,

3. Where dp green plants get the energy they need tp grpw? From the sun.

4 ~<< js p prpdUcer? An organism which makes its own food  green plant!.

Give ~ex~pie Algae is a roducer shown in the Pond food web.  AccePt atty

green plant.!

5 WhatiggcpnsUmer? A living thing that can not make its ownfood.

6. What is aherbivpre? A consumer that eats plants  producers!.

Give anexample. <at« fleas and water boatman are shown. Also accept any

animal that eats only plants  cows, rabbits, or deer, for example!.

7. What is acarnivpre? A consumer that eats other consumers.

Give anexample. A«ept any of the carnivores shown or any others  bears, dogs

or cats, for example!.

8. What dp decprnppsers dp? Break down dead plants and animals to recycle nutrients.

O n the diagram below, label the SUN, a PRODUCER, a HERBIVORE, a CARNIVORE, and a
DECOMPOSER. Trace aver the lines showing the energy flow in ONE food chain  only one ex-

DECOMPOS ERS CAR NIVORES

eopard frog
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Food chain Tag

Background and Discussion:
1. Read and discuss the Energy Flow background sheets  masters on pages 69-70!

with your class.

2. Introduce the topic of poisons in the environment. Ask students to name some poi-
sons they might have used or seen their parents use  examples are insecticides,
weed killers, rat poison, etc.!. Explain that creatures may be harmed by a poison in-
tended for something else. An example is the insecticide DDT, which was found to
harm fish and birds as well as insects and was outlawed in the United States and
Canada because of this. Explain that even though a poison may not kill an animal
immediately, it could make the animal too sick to be able to survive or reproduce.

Objectives
When students have completed this activity, they will be able to describe how environ-
mental poisons concentrate in a food chain.

Materials
Small squares of paper  at least 150 squares for a class of 20-30 students!, plastic sand-
wich bags � for each student!, three colors of yarn.

Preparation
1. Mark about 1/3 of the squares of paper with an X or a skull and crossbones. Fold

all of the squares in half so the marked ones appear identical to the unmarked ones.
2. Divide the plastic bags into two groups of equal size. Divide one of those groups

into thirds; separate one third from the other two. You now have three groups of
different sizes.

3. Put a piece of yam into each bag. Use a different color for each group. The colors
will help players identify each other during the game.

Procedure
1. Gather in a large open area, indoors or outside.

2. Give each student one of the plastic bags with yarn in it. The bags represent the
"stomachs" of the animals in the food chain. The different colors of yarn help
students identify each other during the game.

3. The largest group of students represents WATER FLEAS, the next largest group
represents SUNFISH and the smallest group represents BI1TFRNS.  These are
animals mentioned in the pond food web. You may choose any other herbivore/
carnivore combinations for your food chain.!



4. Scatter the folded pieces of paper over the ground. These represent the WATFR
FLEAS' food source; the marked pieces have been contaminated by a poison.

5. To begin the game, send all the WATER FLEAS to gather as many pieces of paper
as they can. They must put the "food" into their "stomachs."

6. After about 30 seconds, send the SUNFISH to catch the WATER FLEAS. When a
WATER FLEA is caught, he must give his "stomach" to the SUNFISH who will
put it into his own "stomach." That WATER FLEA is then out of the game and
must go to the sidelines. WATER FLEAS must continue to gather "food" while
trying to avoid the SUNFISH.

7. After about another 30 seconds, send the BITT'ERNS to catch the SUNFISH.
When a SUNFISH is caught, he must give his "stomach" to the BITT'ERN who
will put it into his own stomach. That SUNFISH is then out of the garne and must
go to the sidelines. SUNFISH must continue to catch WATER FLEAS while
avoiding the BITTERNS.

NOTE
The BITI'ERNS may catch only SUNFISH, the SUNFISH may catch only WATER
FLEAS, and the WATER FLEAS must gather only "food."

S. After about a minute and a half, stop the game. Have everyone sit in a circle to
discuss the results.

9. Find out how many of each group were "eaten" and how many escaped. Have
those who escaped empty their "stomachs" and count the number of "poison"
pieces of paper they have collected in all. Use the chart on the next page to find out
how many of each group will "die" because of the amount of poison they have
eaten and how many will not be able to reproduce successfully.

IO. You can play additional rounds with those who survive  including those who couM
not reproduce! to see the further effects of poison concentrating in the food chain.





Travel Math
Adapted fram OEAGLS EP-0 l4, Geography of the Great Lakes

Introduction

Paddle began his journey in a stream north of Lake Superior, then travelled through the
Great Lakes and along the St. Lawrence River to the sea. His journey carried him
around the perimeter of Lake Superior, and he travelled at different speeds depending
upon the forces of currents and winds.

Objectives
When students have completed this activity, they will be able to use basic math ski11s to
determine perimeter and to solve distance, rate, and time problems.

Materials

Pencil or pen, metric ruler, string, Calculating Scale and Perimeter and Distance,
Rate and Time worksheets  masters on pages 77,78 and 81!.

Terms to Know

Perimeter � distance around the outside of an object
Scale � relationship of the size of an object in a picture or on a map to its size

in real fife

Procedure

1. Complete the Calculating Scale and Perimeter worksheet.

2. Use string and a ruler to find the perimeter of different objects in the classroom.
You might measure a textbook, a globe, a desktop, a pencil, or your foot.

3. Complete the Distance, Rate, and Time worksheet.

Discussion Questions
1. When might you need to calculate perimeter? Why might this be important to you?

2. When do you use distance, rate, and time calculations in your life? Why wouM it
be helpful to calculate distance, rate, or time?
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Calculating Scale and Perimeter worksheet

1. Find the city of Toledo, Ohio, on the map. Now find Buffalo, New York. It is 400
kilometers  km! from Toledo to Buffalo by water. Use your ruler to measure the
distance in centimeters  cm! between Toledo and Buffalo along the route shown or>
the map. Write this distance in the space below.

Distance in centiineters:

2. How many kilometers are represented by each centimeter? Divide 400 kilometers
by the number of centimeters you measured, Show your work in the space below

km/cmcin =

km in real life.This is the scale of your map. I cm on the map represents

77

3. Perimeter is the distance around an object. To find the perimeter of a square or
rectangle, measure all four sides and add the measurements together. To find the
perimeter of an irregular shape is more difficult. How would yoii find the perimeter
of the shape at the top of the next page?



page 2NAME

Calculating Scale and perimeter worksheet

4. One way you can fmd the approximate perimeter is to space dots around the
irregular object, then connect the dots with lines. Measure each of the segments
and add the lengths of each segment together to find their total length. Measure the
segments on this shape and write their total length in the space provided.

Perimeter =

5. Draw dots around the border of Lake Superior on the map. Estimate the perimeter
in centimeters by measuring and adding the distances between the dots. Multiply
the result by the scale of the map to calculate the perimeter in kilometers:

cm X

cm X

7. Which of your two calculations do you think is closer to the actual perimeter of
Lake Superior? Why would this be true?

6. A closer approximation of perimeter may be found using a piece of string. Lay the
string along the outside of the shape you are measuring, then measure the length of
the string. Use this method to determine the perimeter of Lake Superior in
centimeters, then multiply by your scale.
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Distance, Bate, and 1irne worksheet

Problems that deal with distance, speed, and time needed to go from place to place are
called "distance, rate and time" problems. There is a set of formulas that can be used to
calculate these values:

Use these formulas to solve the following problems. Show your work on the back of
this page.

Example:If the current pushed Paddle around Lake Superior at a rate of 2 kilometers
per hour, how long would it take him to go from Thunder Bay to Duluth, a distance of
260 kilometers?

T = 260 km - 2 lan/hr = 130 hoursUse T=D/R

1. If the wind blew with the current and pushed Paddle faster so that it took him 100
hours to go the same distance, how fast was he travelling?

2. A ship sets sail for Buffalo from Toledo going 40 kn/hr. The ship reaches Buffalo
10 hours later. How far is it from Toledo to Buffalo by water' ?

3. A man on a motor bike leaves Toledo at the same time as the ship. It is 480 km to
BuA'alo by road. If the man travelled at 40 km/hr, how long did he ride?

4. How fast would you have to drive in order to arrive at Buffalo at the sane time the
ship arrives? Hint: Use the land distance from problem 3 and the ship's travel tine
from problem 2 to solve R = D/T.

S. If you had a choice of going from Toledo to Buffalo in a car travelling at 80 km/hr
or by ship travelling at 40 km/hr, which would you choose if:

a!You wanted to get to Buffalo the shortest way?
b!You wanted to get to Buffalo the fastest way?
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DISTANCE = RATE X TIME D = R X T!

RATE = DISTANCE -. TIME  R = D/T! TIME = DISTANCE ~ RATE  T = D/R!



ANSWER KEY Distance, Rate, and Time worksheet
Problems that deal with distance, speed, and time needed to go from place to place are
called "distance, rate and time" problems. There is a set of formulas that can be used to
calculate these values:

Use these formulas to solve the following problems. Show your work on the back of
this page.

Example
If the current pushed Paddle around Lake Superior at a rate of 2 kilometers per hour,
how long would it take him to go from Thunder Bay to Duluth, a distance of 260
kilometers?

T= 260km =. 2krn/hr = 130 hoursUse T= D/R

1. If the wind blew with the current and pushed Paddle faster so that it took him 100
hours to go the same distance, how fast was he travelling?

R =DfT R = 260 km -. 100 horrrs = 2.6 km/hour

Z. A ship sets sail for Buffalo from Toledo going 40 km/hr. The ship reaches Buffalo
10 hours later. How far is it from Toledo to Buffalo by water?

D = RXT D=40kmlhour X 10hours = 400km

3. A man on a motor bike leaves Toledo at the same time as the ship. It is 480 km to
Buffalo by road. If the man travelled at 40 km/hr, how long did he ride?

T = 480km �: 40km/horrr = 12 horrrsT =D/R

4. How fast would you have to drive in order to arrive at Buffalo at the same time the
ship arrives? Hint: Use the land distance from problem 3 and the ship's travel time
from problem 2 to solve R = DfE

R = 480km ~ 10 hours = 48 km/hour

5. If you had a choice of going from Toledo to Buffalo in a car travelling at 80 km/hr
or by ship travelling at 40 km/hr, which would you choose if:
a!You wanted to get to Buffalo the shortest way? B boat~istance b waferis

b!You wantedto get to Buffalothe fastestway? B car: R = D R =480 n
larr + 0 ur = mrs Tr vel ti I horrrs r m ro m2

DISTANCE=RATE X TIME D=R X T!

RATE = DISTANCE ~ TIME  R = Dfl'! TIME = DISTANCE = RATE  T = D/R!



Uses of  ron Orc,

Introduction
Paddle drifted along the shore of Lake Superior until he reached the port cities of
Duluth, Minnesota, and Superior, Wtsconsin, at its far western tip. He turned red from
the iron dust that sifted down on him as he floated under a dock. Most of the ships in
these ports load iron ore for transport to other ports on the Great Lakes and even across
the ocean. Iron is a very important resource for making steel and many other products.
Most people use something made from iron every day of their lives.

Objectives
When the students have completed this activity, they will be able to identify the
Duluth-Superior ports on a tnap, name some Great Lakes cities that import iron ore, and
identify at least five products in everyday use that are made from iron.

Materials
Iron Ore worksheet  master on page 84!, pencil or pen.

Terms to Know:
Export-to send a product to another place
Import � to bring in a product from another place

Procedure
1. Think of things you use every day that are made from iron ore. Create a bulletin

board about the uses of iron ore. Draw pictures, cut pictures from magazines, or
bring in photographs to illustrate each of the uses you listed. Make captions for
your illustrations. You may want to classify the uses of iron ore into categories like
industrial uses, recreational uses, uses in the horne, and so on. How many uses did
you find?

2. Complete the Iron Ore worksheet.

3. Find out more about where iron comes from and how it is used. You may want to
invite guest speakers to discuss iron mining, forging, steelmaking, or the auto
industry. Or write to industries for more information. Follow the directions for
writing a business letter on page 21 to request information about iron ore and its
uses,





ANSWER KEY � Iron Ore worksheet
Use the map below to help you answer the following questions.

1. Around which of the Great Lakes are most deposits of iron ore located?

Lake Superior

2, Why do you think Duluth-Superior and Thunder Bay are the main exports of iron

They are close to the iron deposits.

3. Name three cities that import iron ore Accept any three. Buffalo, Chicago,

Cleveland, Detroit, Erie, Toledo, Hamilton

4. ~at are two major industries in these cities? Steelmaking, automobile making.

5. Why is iron ore important to these industries? Iron is necessary to make steel;
steel is used in making cars.
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Something's Fishy
Adapted from OEAGLS EP-032, Build a Fish ro.Scale

Introduction

Fishing is an important business on the Great Lakes. Paddle met many fish on his
journey. A fish thought Paddle would make a good dinner. Fishermen on Lake Superior
pulled Paddle in with their catch and a French fishing boat carried him across the
Atlantic Ocean.

Objective
%hen students have completed this activity, they will be able to identify the basic parts
of a fish's external anatomy.

Materials

Fish Anatomy identification and description sheets, Fish puzzle  masters on pages
87-92!; and Fish Anatomy worksheet  master on page 93!, tape or tacks.

Procedure

1. Make overhead transparencies of the Fish Anatomy identification pages. Ask
students to guess what each part does for the fish. Then review written descriptions
of each part  page 88! with the class.

2. Play a matching garne with the Fish puzzle pieces and the written descriptioris of
the fish parts. Make copies and cut out each part and each description. Turn all the
pieces face down and mix them up. Draw a piece at random, Have students name
and describe the part pictured or name the part that is described verbally.

3. Play "Pin the Fin on the Fish." Make copies and cut out each piece of the Fish
puzzle along its outline  the pieces will need to fit together exactly to complete the
picture!. Arrange the parts face up but not in any particular order. Draw a
description of a part at random. Have students identify the part described. Tape or
tack the picture of that part to the chalk board or bulletin board. The first piece may
be placed anywhere, but each succeeding piece must be placed in its proper
location on the fish. Do this activity with the class as a whole or make a set of
puzzle pieces and description cards for each of two or more teams and see which
team first correctly completes the fish picture.  Glue the puzzle pieces to
lightweight cardboard or laminate them for more durability.!

4. Complete the Fish Anatomy worksheet.

Extension Activity
Create your own fish. Directions are on page 95.
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LATERAL LINE

Special sensory organs located
in a line along the fish's side.
These organs are sensitive to
changes in pressure and to
chemicals dissolved in the

water.

CAUDAL FIN

This fin is located at the end of

the fish's tail. Pushing the
caudal fin back and forth in the

water provides power for the
fish to inove and helps in
changing direction.

PELVIC FIN

Located on a fish's body where
legs are located on a human's
body. They help to control the
fish's motion. Sometimes they
are modified to help the fish
crawl along the bottom.

GILL COVER

Covers and protects the gills.
Fish absorb oxygen from water
as it passes over the gills.

DORSAL FIN

Some fish have only one; others
have two or none. These fins

are located on the fish's back.

ANAL FIN

This fin is located on the fish's

belly close to its tail.

PECTORAL FIN

Located on a fish's body where
arms are located on a human's

body. They help to control the
fish's motion.



Fish Puzzle pieces
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Fish Puzzle picnics



Fish Puzzle pieces



Fish Puzzle key
DORSAL FIN

PEC

PELVIC FIN
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Going Fishing

Objective
~en students have completed this activity, they will have "built" their own fish which
includes ail the parts shown on the Fish Anatomy worksheet,

Materials
Large sheet of construction paper �8 X 24 inches! for each student, scrap paper,
crayons or paint, scissors, glue, stapler, and yarn.

Procedure
1. Fold your piece of construction paper in half  along either the length or the width!.

2. On one side of the folded paper, draw the outline of a fish. Add the gill cover and
lateral line.

3. Cut out your fish along the outline you drew. Cut through both thicknesses of paper
at once. You will have two fish when you finish.

4. Place your two fish nose to nose and color the side that is up. Use pieces of scrap
paper to make fins, Glue or staple them to your fish in the proper places. Make
sure you have included all the parts named on your Fish Anatomy worksheet.
Remember that pectoral and pelvic fins come in pairs like your arms and legs.

5. Staple the two main pieces of the fish together around the edges leaving an
opening big enough for your hand to fit inside.

6. Crumple pieces of scrap paper and lightly stuff your fish. Don't overstuff! Be sure
that you can close the opening without straining the paper.

7. Staple the opening closed.

8. Attach a string to the mouth of your fish. You' ve hooked a big one! Hang the fish
around the room.

9. Share your fish with the class. Show and name the parts you included on your fish.
Did you include thein all?







Thunderbird outline





4. As an alternative to inviting guests to the classroom, have students interview a
person in their neighborhood and report results to the class.

5. Make an anthology of the stories you heard. Write down your questions and your
guests' responses. Illustrate the stories with drawings or photographs and make a
cover for your collection. Share your personal history books with other classes.

Discussion Questioas
1. What can we learn about history from older people?

2. Why is this information valuable?

3. What similarities and differences did you notice in the stories you were told in
answer to your questions?

4. Imagine you are 80 years old. What do you think you will tell your children about
when you are old?

5. How do the stories you would tell differ from the stories you were told?
How are they alike?
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Breeches Buoy Rescue

Introduction
Paddle experienced a severe storm on Lake Superior and was witness to a dramatic
rescue by "breeches buoy." A lifeline from shore to a sinking vessel hauled sailors to
safety one by one. Breeches buoys and marine rescue teams that use them have been
famous on every coastline for many decades.

Objectives
When the students have completed this activity, they will be able to describe how a
breeches buoy is used to rescue people from sinking vessels.

Materials

Tinker Toys or Erector Sets, nylon thread or fishing line, rubber bands, twist-off lids
from 1-liter soft drink bottles, pennies.

Procedure

I. Read about the Breeches Buoy Rescue in Chapter 14 and study the diagram of a
breeches buoy in Chapter 15. The word breeches means trousers or pants. Can you
see from the diagram how the breeches buoy got its name?

2. Have teams of students use Tinker Toys or Erector Set pieces to construct two
scaffoldings, one to represent the sinking boat  a mast with lines attached!, and one
to represent a land-based rescue site  a tripod with a center pole where lines are
attached!. Use the wheels of the construction set as pulleys, and rig lines such as
those that are used for some clotheslines. There will be at least 2 lines going
between the boat and the land site. The diagrams on the next page illustrate the
simplest completed set-up.

3. Make a "breeches buoy" using a deep lid large enough to hold several pennies as a
load  the cap from a one-liter soft drink bottle is ideal!. Attach lines to the lid with
a rubber band as shown in the diagram on the next page. Tie the "buoy" to a wheel
and fasten the wheel to the line around the pulleys between the "boat" and the
"shore." Move your buoy from the boat to shore by pulling on the lower line.

4. There are many ways to construct such a pulley system. Only the simplest has been
illustrated. Have students experiment with the materials available to build other
pulley systems and see which team can haul the largest number of pennies  the
heaviest person!! in the buoy.
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Building a Breeches Buoy dicagr'>m

Construct your "boat" and "rescue base"

pulleys attached
on axles

Rescue hase

on shore
Sinking boat's mast

Construct the buoy

III

l
'I

I

Tie the

bottle cap
to a wheel

Attach lines to the bottle cap with a rubber
band as shown
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How Locks Work
Adapted from OEAGLS EP-013, Shipping on the Great Lakes

Introduction
Lake Superior is 602 feet �23 meters! above sea level. In order for ships to go from the
Atlantic Ocean to the Great Lakes and back for international trade, the United States
and Canada have constructed a series of locks that raise and lower boats to the levels of
the lakes, rivers, and ocean. Because of this system, 80% of the world's cargo ships can
now sail as far west as Lake Superior. Paddle spent the winter at the Soo Locks waiting
for the spring thaw so he could go from Lake Superior into Lake Huron. We can build a
model of a lock and use it to raise and lower a boat to three different water levels.

Objectives
When students have completed this activity they will be able to explain how locks work
to raise and lower boats between different elevations on the Great Lakes.

Materials
Two half-gallon or quart milk cartons, small toy boat, sharp knife, modeling clay or
fiber tape, water, sink or stream table, How Navigational Locks Operate diagrams and
Building Your Own Lock directions  masters on pages 104-106!.

Terms to Know
Lock � human-made chamber on a waterway where water levels are raised and lowered

to carry boats between bodies of water at different elevations

Procedure
1. Make a transparency or give each student a copy of the How Navigational Locks

Operate page. These diagrams show how a boat is lowered in a lock, A boat is
raised by reversing the operation. No pumps are needed. The water flows from the
higher level to the lower level until the water levels on each side of an open valve
are the same. Ask students to describe the steps that would be taken to raise a boat
in the lock.

2. You can make a working model of a lock to raise and lower a boat to three
different water levels, Cooperate to make one model as a class project or have each
student make one. A sharp paring knife works best for cutting the milk cartons.
Carefully review the directions for Building Your Own Lock before beginning
construction. Remind students to use knives safely and review the Rules for
Carving Safely listed on page 6.
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Building Your Own Lock diagram
Follow these step-by-step instructions to build a working model of a lock.

1. Cut two milk cartons as shown in the diagram below:

CARTON 8

CARTON A

cut t

Z. Connect the two cartons as shown below. Use modeling clay or heavy tape around
the edges to make sure that water will not leak out where the cartons are joined
together.

TON B



3. Add water to a sink or stream table to make an "ocean" about three centimeters
deep. Put your model locks into the water with the open sides up and all doors
tightly closed. You may need to use a bit of modeling clay or a large paper clip to
keep the doors fully closed.

4. Four water into carton B until it comes up to meet the bottom edge of Carton A.
Then pour about five centimeters of water into Carton A. Place a small toy boat
into Carton A, You may need to prop up the end of Carton A with a small block of
wood or clay as shown.

5. Slowly open the doors of Carton A to let the water levels in both cartons become
the same. Move the boat downstream into Carton B.

6. Open the doors of Carton 8 slowly to let the water levels in Carton 8 and the
"ocean" become the same. Move the boat downstream into the ocean.

7. To move the boat back upstream, open the doors to Carton B and move the boat in
from the "ocean." Close the doors to Carton B and open the doors to Carton A.
Add water to Carton A until the water levels in Carton A and Carton B are the
same. Move the boat into Carton A.

FOR THOUGHT
Where does the water for filling a real lock come from? When can a boat move into or
out of a lock chamber?
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Clean Campaign

Introduction
When Paddle was washed up onto a beach along Lake Michigan, he found himself
sitting among old bottles, boxes, rusty metal, and other litter. Many beaches and other
natural areas as well as highways and city streets are littered by careless people. Some
of the litter can be recycled into useful things, and the rest belongs in proper waste
containers.

Objectives
When the students have completed this activity, they will be able to identify the types of
litter and household trash that can be recycled. They will know proper disposal methods
for other trash.

Materials
Plastic garbage bags, old gloves, and old shoes.

Terms to Know
Recyclable materials � materials like glass, paper, and aluminum, which can be

broken down and processed to make new glass, paper, or aluminum without using
new raw materials.

Re-usable materials � materials like glass bottles and plastics, which may be washed,
sterilized, and used over and over without breaking down.

Procedure
1. Introduce the idea of recycling by inviting a guest speaker from a local recycling

firm. Or brainstorm with students to make a list of what kinds of materials can be
re-used or recycled. Make a classroom display of recyclable and re-usable
materials. Glass, newsprint, aluminum  cans or clean foil! are often recycled. Glass
beverage containers  beer or soft drink bottles! are often re-used. Some states and
provinces require people to pay a deposit when they buy re-usable or recyclable
containers. This deposit is refunded when the empty containers are returned to
stores or collection sites.

2. Organize a clean-up campaign in a local area. Give your campaign a catchy naine
and make flyers to deliver to people in the area encouraging them to participate in
the clean-up effort. For example, "Clean Up Summers Street" has the initials
CUSS. Flyers to people on the street could say, "It's enough to make you CUSS!
Join the students at Summers School to help make our area beautiful again." Be
sure to give the date, time, and meeting place for your campaign. Decorate the
Ayers with drawings of "BEFORE" and "AFTER" scenes.
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3. Wear old shoes and old gloves to protect your feet and hands when you are
gathering trash. Teams of two can share a garbage bag. Collect all the litter you
find in your designated clean-up area.

4. Separate the re-usable and recyclable materials from the other litter you collected.
Take these materials to a recycling center. Materials that cannot be re-used or
recycled should be returned to their source if possible. Otherwise the remaining
materials should be taken to a sanitary hndfill or carefully placed in appropriate
containers for pick-up by regular trash collectors. You may wish to make a display
of how much litter you collected.

Discussion Questions:
i. What kinds of materials did you find in the litter you collected? How much was

recyclable or re-usable?

2, Where do you think these materials came from? Why would these types of litter be
where you found them?

3. What problems might be caused by littering?

4. What problems might be caused by cleaning up litter?  A major problem in many
areas is the lack of available space to dispose of solid wastes.!

5. What benefits are there in cleaning up litter and recycling?  Some benefitsi nclude
making the area more scenic, reducing the amount of ram materials used in
manufacturing, and direct economic benefits to recyclers � most recycli ng centers
pay for the materials that are brought in.!

6. List three things you caii do to help reduce the ainount of trash you generate each
day. How can you re-use or recycle trash at home?

7. Does your state or province require a deposit on beverage containers? What else
might a government do to reduce waste?

8. lf you were a fish, what would you think of humans?







6. Sew the pieces together. Begin at one end of the bottom piece and sew the end shut.
Sew along one side of one end piece where it overlaps The bottom. Continue sewing
along the side piece of the canoe where it overlaps the bottom. Join the second end
piece where it overlaps the bottom. When you get to the end of the bottom p,ece,
sew it shut, then continue sewing along the edge of the end piece where it overlaps
the bottom. Sew the other side piece in place, then sew the remaining side of the
first end piece and fasten the yam securely, Now sew together the seams where the
side and end pieces overlap. This completes the "skin" of the canoe.

7. Make a frame from pipe cleaners. Twist the ends of pipe cleaners together until you
can make a loop that just fits inside the top of your canoe  it willbe about l7 inches,
around!. Attach three U-shaped pieces of pipe cleaner to this rim to make ribs that
support the sides of the canoe  each rib piece will be about six inches long!, Lower
the frame into the "skin" of your canoe.

Pipe cleaner frame

Paper "skin"
stitched with yarn

8. Use a whip stitch to attach the top edge of the "skin" of the canoe to the frame. Your
canoe is complete!

Additional Infortnation
Fortner, Rosanne ~. and pictor J. Mayer, eds. The Great Lake Erie: A Reference TeJt for Educators

arug Commttnicators. Colutnbus, Ohio: The Ohio State University.
Rogers, Edward S. Aigonkians of the Eastern Woodlands. Montreal: Royal Otttario Museum.
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Harbor GUides

Introduction
Paddle travelled by motorboat through the St. Clair River, through Detroit's busy harbor,
and through the Detroit River. To get through shallow waterways with many vessels
coming and going, the boat used known sights and sounds as a guide to safe passage.
In major harbors there are buoys that mark safe channels. The buoys stay in one place
because they are anchored. They sometimes have lights, bells, whistles, or horns to
make sure they are noticed even in fog or darkness.

Objectives
When the students have completed this activity, they will be able to describe what it is
like to depend on sounds to guide a ship through the darkness. They will note the impor-
tance of being able to depend on someone or something besides themselves to be safe on
the water.

Materials
Moveable tables and chairs or traffic cones; blindfoMs.

Procedure
1. Set up the room or playground with a simple maze made up of tables and chairs or

traffic cones. This represents the channel of a harbor. Leave plenty of room for two
people to pass each other in the maze.

2. Play the Harbor Guide game as follows: Each student selects a partner. One person
in each pair is blindfolded and placed at the entrance to the harbor to represent a
boat approaching in the night. All "sighted" partners represent buoys. One is posi-
tioned outside of each turn or intersection of the maze. Each buoy makes a different
noise to guide the boats through the harbor. Each boat listens for the nearest buoy
and turns away from it when it is very near. All buoys make their sound at regular
intervals, but the boat is guided by the nearest sound. Boats themselves may make
noises to warn other boats of their presence.

3. When the first group of boats has made it. through the channel, partners switch
places so all can experience the guidance by buoys.

4. When all boats have safely navigated the harbor, discuss the experience. In a real
harbor, what obstacles might be present? How important is it for a boat captain to
be alert to buoys and other sounds?

Extension Activity
Look at a navigational chart. The legend shows the different symbols that represent
buoys. How far apart are the buoys on the map? What kinds are shown? Even if the
buoy makes no sound, how can it be a useful aid to navigation?  Buoys are either red or
green. The rule is that all red buoys are kept on the right ~hen returning to port: Red-
Right-Returning, and on the left going out to sea.!
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Over the Falls!

Introduction
As Paddle journeyed from Lake Erie into Lake Ontario, he was swept over Niagara
Falls. Imagine how you would feel if you were Paddle, rushing toward this great
waterfall, knowing that you could not avoid being carried over the edge and dropping
into the rapids below.

Objectives
When the students have completed this activity, they will be able to list the six basic
questions a story should answer. They will write a story describing the feelings people
might have when they are anticipating an important event.

Materials

Paper, pencil or pen, markers or crayons.

Procedure

1. Discuss with students what they expect to find out when they read any story.
Six basic questions should be mentioned:

* WHO is the story about?
~ WHAT is happening in the story?
* WHY do these things happen?
~ WHEN is it happening?
* WHERE does the story take place?
* HOW is the problem solved?  How does the story end?!

2. Read Chapter 22, Paddle Takes a Great Fall. Discuss how Paddle might have felt
as he saw Niagara Falls in the distance, as he neared the brink of the falls, as he
was falling. Have you ever had similar feelings? In what situations? Were these
feelings pleasant or unpleasant? Why?

3. Write a story that describes the feelings you or someone else experienced while
waiting for an important event to happen. Or write about Paddle's feelings as he
went over the falls. Remember the six questions your story should answer. Try to
write the story so that your readers will feel the same way you did.

4, Draw a picture to illustrate your story. Make your picture express the feelings you
described in your story. Think about drawing facial expressions and using colors to
reflect the mood of your story.

5. Share the stories and drawings with the class. What mood does each drawing
convey? Can you answer the six basic questions for each story?



Great I akes Bulk Carriers
Adapted from QEAGLS Ep-013, shipping 0It the Great Lakes

Introduction

On the Great Lakes, all floating vessels are called boats, no matter how big they are.
Large boats specifically adapted to carry heavy cargoes of unpackaged freight  bulk
cargo! travel through the Great Lakes. These bulk carriers bring needed products into
Great Lakes port cities and carry away products for use in other parts of the world, The
Great Lakes are very important routes for the transportation of grain, coal, iron ore, and
other products. Paddle passed many bulk carriers in busy ports on his way through the
Great Lakes.

Objectives
When students have completed this activity they will be able to name three major
products transported on the Great Lakes and to identify the parts of a bulk carrier.

Materials
Great Lakes Cargo worksheet  master on pages 117-118!, markers or crayons,
Bulk Carrier puzzle  master on pages 122-123! legal-size envelope for each student,
9 X 12 inch sheets of lightweight cardboard  optional!.

Terms to Know

Bow � front part of a boat
Ballast � weight  usually water or sand! used to balance a boat
Bulk carrier � large boat adapted for carrying heavy cargoes of loose material
Bulkhead � wall separating storage cornpartrnents in a boat
Cargo-products being carried
F-xport � to send a product to another place
Forward � toward the front part of a boat
Funnel-on a boat, the smokestack
Hold � part of a boat where cargo is stored  or held!
Hatch � covered opening into the hold for loading and unloading cargo
Import � to bring in a product from another place
Rudder � flat piece of metal located at the stem; used to steer a boat
Stern � the back part of a boat
Wheelhouse � room where the ship's steering wheel is located

Procedure
1. Review Chapter 11, Paddle Finds One End of Lake Superior, Chapter 21, Paddle

Reaches Lake Erie, and Chapter 22, Paddle Takes a Great Fall, for discussions of
some Great Lakes products and descriptions of bulk carriers.
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2. Complete the Great Lakes Cargo worksheet.

3. If you made a wall map to keep track of Paddle's progress  Great Lakes
Geography, page 1! add tags to this map to indicate which products are imported
into and exported from each of the cities on the worksheet.

4. Identify the parts of a bulk carrier. Use the key on page 121 to help you. Why is
ballast used? What products might be carried in the cargo holds? Is the rudder
forward or at the stern? How is the boat steered?

5. Color both pages of the Bulk Carrier puzzle  pages 122 and 123!.

6. Cut the puzzle pages into pieces.  If you want to make the puzzle sturdier, glue the
pages to lightweight cardboard before cutting the puzzle apart.! Put the pieces in
an envelope to keep them together.

7. Trade your puzzle for a friend's and put it together.

Extension Activities

Make up a spelling and vocabulary quiz using the list of Terms to Know. Or play a
matching game with two teams of students taking turns giving clues from the
definitions and guessing the terms.



NAME

Great Lakes Cargo worksheet
Here is a list of products which are transported into or out of some of the Great Lakes
ports that Paddle visited. An I next to the product means it is imported into the city andan E means that it is exported from the city. CLEVELAND, Ohio

iron ore - I

sand, gravel � E
limestone - I

BUFFALO, New York
grain - I
limestone - E

co

1. Which three products are transported most often?

2. Which of these is transported most?

3. Which city exports iron ore?

4. Which cities import iron ore?

5. On the maps on the next page, draw possible routes for the transportation of iron
ore, coal, and grain. Use arrows to show the direction in which freighters would
move. Remember, products move from a city of export to a city of import.



NAME

Transportation routes
for

iron ore

Transportation routes
for

coal

Transportation routes
for

grain
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ANSWER KEY Great Lakes Cargo worksheet
Here is a list of products which are transported into or out of some of the Great Lakes
ports that Paddle visited. An I next to the product means it is imported into the city and
an E means that it is exported from the city.

AY, Ontario

llinois

1. Which three products are transported most often? Iron ore, grain, coal

2, Which of these is transported most?

4. Which cities import iron ore? Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Cleveland, and

Buffalo  all cities shorn except Duluth!

5. On the maps on the next page, draw possible routes for the transportation of iron
ore, coal, and grain. Use arrows to show the direction in which freighters would
move. Remember, products move from a city of export to a city of import.

TOLEDO, Ohio
iron ore - I

grain - E
coal - E

DETROIT, Michigan
iron ore - I
coal - I

limestone - I

ceinent - I

3. Which city exports iron ore? Duluth, Minnesota

CLEVELAND, Ohio

iron ore - I

sand, gravel - E
limestone - I

BUFFALO, New York
grain - I
limestone � E

coal � E

iron ore - I



ANSWER KEY Great Lakes Cargo workshee|

Transportation routes
for

iron ore

Transportation routes
for

coal

Transportation routes
for

grain
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Qreof ~kes Bulk Carrier puzzle
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Great Lakes Bulk Carrier puzzle
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parlez-vous franglais?

Introduction
Do you speak French? Many people in Canada do, because both English and French a,
official languages of Canada. Some of the most interesting stories of the human h;st
of the Great Lakes are about the voyageurs, a word that means travelers. ln the 160O,
the voyageurs would paddle their large canoes day and night from Montreal to Grand
Portage  Duluth, MN! and return. They were fur traders whose work was hard and
dangerous. To keep the rhythm of the oars and prevent boredom, the 16 voyageurs in a
canoe would sing songs.

Objectives
When they have completed this activity, students will be able to say some French words
and tell about the work of the French voyageurs on the Great Lakes.

Materials
List of Some French Words from Paddle's Adventures, French Word puzzle
 masters on pages 127-129!, and Voyageurs' song  page 128!.

Procedure
l. Get from your teacher a copy of the list of French terms and their English

translations. Look at the list of French terms while you cover up their English
translations. Many French words are much like English ones. For which terms can
you guess the meaning? Or write the French terms on the board and try to guess
their meanings before writing the English translation.

2. Try to learn at least five of the French words that are new to you. Can you use the<
in a sentence?

3. From what you have read in Paddle-to-the-Sea, what do you think this sentenc~
says? "Je suis Paddle-a-la-rner. Me replacex dans l-eau, s' il vous plait."

4, Use some of the French terms you have learned to complete the word puz»e.

5. Read the words of the Voyageurs' song. It tells about the life and work « t"e
voyageurs. The voyageurs would have sung this song in French. Can you tr»slat
it? Older students in language classes may help.

Extension Activity
Read about the adventures of the voyageurs. Discuss how they would get around
Niagara Falls and other barriers in the Great Lakes. Talk to a person who has a boa«"
the Great Lakes and ask what it would be like to go through the lakes in a canoe.
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SOmC FICnch WOrd» frOm P+iQQIC'S AdVCnttlr ;»

 French nouns are either masculine or feminine, and the article in front of a noun, le or
la, tells which gender it is. La indicates a feminine noun, le indicates a masculine noun.
lf a noun begins with a vowel, the article will be shortened to l'. The plural of both le
and la is les,!

Great Lakes

Canada

United States

fresh water

river

major river
ice

to ice up  verb!
to float  verb!
lumberjack
lumber

>o you know other French words to add to this list".

125

les Grands Lacs  lay grahn ~ock
Canada

les Etats-Unis  lays aytahs-ygneg!
I'eau douce  low ~u. !
la mer  lah ngg~r
I 'eau  low!
le canoeiste  ltth canoo-~~t
le bateau  luh hah-~toe
le navire  luh na-veer!

transatlantique  trans-atlanta
voyager  voy-ah-~ha
la nuit  lah new-~
I 'orage  !or~he!
la ternpete  lah tern-~
I'ouest  lou-~st
I'est  lest!
le nord  ltth ~nor
le sud  ltth ~sood
la riviere  lah ree-~air
le tleuve  luh~uhv
la glace  lah ~lahsc
geler  ~ha -lay!
fai re flotter  fai resow- tay!
le bucheron  lych boo-.sher-~n!
bric-a-brac  ~r.'c -uh- braok!

sea, ocean

water

canoeist

small boat

ship
transatlantic

to travel  verb!

night
storm

storm

west

east

north

south



NAME

French Word puzzle
The starting word is given. Work outward from that word to fill in words that have the
right number of letters and can link with the letters you already have in place. For
instance, there are five 3-letter words, but only one ends in C to match the blocks near
the given word. Do not use the spaces or hyphens to fill in the puzzle blocks, None of
the puzzle words is written backwards or diagonally.

12 letters
faire flotter

8 letters
bucheron
eau douce4 letters

nord
nuit

126

3 letters
eau

est

lac-

mer

sud

5 letters
douce
geler
glace
orage
ouest

6 letters
bateau
navire
Canada
fleuve

7 letters
rivRIc
tempete
voyager

9 letters
bric-h-brac
canoeiste
Etats-unis



ANSW'ER KEY French Word puzzle

The starting word is given. Work outward from that word to fill in words that have the
right number of letters and can link with the letters you already have in place. For
instance, there are five 3-letter words, but only one ends in C to match the blocks near
the given word. Do not use the spaces or hyphens to fill in the puzzle blocks. None of
the puzzle words is written backwards or diagonally.

12 letters

faire flotter
8 letters
bGcheron
eau douce4 letters

nord
nuit

127

3 letters
eau

est

lac
rner

sud

5 letters
douce
geler
glace
orage
ouest

6 letters
bateau
navire
Canada
fleuve

7 letters
riviere
ternpete
voyager

9 letters
bric-a-brac
canoeiste
Etats-unis
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Life in an Estuary
Adapted from OEAGLS EP-016, The Estuary: A Special Place

Introduction
As Paddle travelled through Lake Superior, a wave tossed him across the beach into a
marsh. Such wetland areas often form where a stream flows into a lake or the ocean. To
most people, an estuary  pronounced ~-chew-ary! is a place where fresh water meets
the sea. In its larger meaning, an estuary is that part of the mouth of a stream in which
the water level is influenced by the lake or sea into which the stream flows. The Great
Lakes have freshwater estuaries.

Objectives
When students have completed this activity, they will be able to describe the different
plant communities that are found in an estuary and to explain how animals use these
plant communities. They will be able to predict the effects of some human and
environmental forces on conditions in an estuary.

Materials
Green, blue, and brown crayons or colored pencils, About Estuaries background sheets
 masters on pages 130 and 131!, Life in an Estuary worksheet  master on page 132!.

Terms to Know
Estuary � that part of the mouth of a stream in which the water level is influenced by

the lake or sea into which the stream flows
Ecologists � people who study the interrelationships between living things and their

environment

Submerged � underwater
Emergent-sticking out of the water
Sediment � sand, soil, and other particles carried by a stream

Procedure
1. Read About Estuaries background sheets with your class.

2. Refer to the background sheets and complete the worksheet, Life in an Estuary.

Discussion Questions
L What are the three different types of environlnents found in an estuary?

What different types of plants are found in each?

2. Why do animals need plants? Why are so many different animals found in
estuaries?

3. How do you think human activity could affect an estuary?

Extension Activity
Play the Food Chain Tag game described on page 73 to find out more about the effects
of pollutants on animals.
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About Estuaries background sheet

An estuary is that part of the mouth of a stream in which the water level is influenced
b the lake or sea into which the stream flows. This means that as the water level in the
lake or sea changes, so does the water level in the estuary. The amount o ra

y e e
f infall tides,

or human activities like a water diversion or dredging a channel can all a eall affect the water

level in an estuary.
In an estuary, some areas are almost always under water, some areas are almost

always dry land, and some areas are between these two extremes. Each of these eco-
systems has a set of plants that can survive best under the given conditions, and each set
of plants has a special role to play in the estuary.

The diagram below represents a cross-section of a typical estuary. It shows examples
of the types of plants found in each area of the estuary. Ecologists use a cross-section as
a way to sample the populations of living things in a community. By naming and count-
ing the plants along a cross-section, they get an idea of what the whole plant community
is like, without counting and naming every organism in the whole community.

At the edge of the estuary are trees and shrubs rooted in fairly dry soil. Where the
water is shallowest are emergent plants with their roots under water but their leaves
sticking out of the water. In slightly deeper water are plants which are totally sub-
merged. Only in the open stream channel are there no visible plants rooted in the
stream bottom.

Each of the areas shown in the cross-section is able to support a group of animals.
Suppose you watched this estuary for one week. On the next page is a list of the larger
animals that you might see and the different activities you might observe. Remember,
these plant communities and their animal visitors are only being sampled. There are
many more organisms in the estuary than we have mentioned here.

The different types of environments within the estuary help many different anima s1
meet their basic needs. Amrnals might come to the estuary to feed, drink, build nests,
reproduce, or to find protection froin enemies.
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Life in an Estuary workshect
Refer to the background sheets if you need help answering the following questions.

1. Use colored pencils to shade in the following features on the diagram below:
Green: Trees on the border of the estuary,
Brown: the marshy areas of the estuary.
Slue: the open stream channel.

Z. Which area on the diagram shows plants rooted in fairly dry soil?

3. What do these plants provide for the animals that live nearby?

4. Which area on the diagram has plants with emergent leaves?

5. Which area has plants that are totally submerged?

6. In which part of the estuary would you find the largest nutnber of animals?

7. What are the two main activities carried on by animals in this area?

8. Is the bottom of the estuary rocky or muddy?

Why do you think so?

9. How can human activity affect an estuary?
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ANSWER KEY Life in an Estuary worksheet
Refer to the background sheets if you need help answering the following questions,

1. Use colored pencils to shade in the following features on the diagram below:
Green: Trees on the border of the estuary.
Brown: the marshy areas of the estuary.
Blue: the open stream channel,

2. Which area on the diagram shows plants rooted in fairly dry soil?

The edge of the estuary. Trees are in dry soiL

3. What do these plants provide for the animals that live nearby?

Food, nest sites or shelter, protecfion.

4. Which area on the diagram has plants with emergent leaves?

The marshy part of the estuary.

5. Which area has plants that are totally submerged? Mosf of the submerged plants
are in the marsh.

6. In which part of the estuary would you find the largest number of animals?

In the marsh.

7. What are the two main activities carried on by animals in this area?

Most of the animals are feeding or reproducing.

8. Is the bottom of the estuary rocky or muddy. M ddy.
Why dp you think so? Stream sediments settle to fhe bottom.

9. How can human activity affect anestuary? Change eater levels by diverting water
or dredging channels or introduce pollufanfs fhat may harm plants and animals.
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Establish a 12-mile Territorial Zone in which the customs, sanitary, and
financial laws of the country would be enforced.

II. Establish an Exclusive Economic Zone, 200 miles wide, in which the nation
would have control over fish and mineral resources in the water and the seabed.
Other nations would still have freedom to sail through or fly over these areas.

III. Establish an International Seabed Authority, which would explore and develop
the area beyond the Exclusive Economic Zone. Resources obtained by this
Authority would be shared with countries that do not border on the ocean.

IV. Establish a Pollution Prevention Tribunal, which would act to prevent, reduce,
and control pollution of the oceans.

5. Each group  country! will take an official stand on each of the proposed actions.
Groups should discuss the four actions and decide which will be opposed and
which supported based on the information in their role-playing cards. Each group
should write a position paper for its country stating why it supports or opposes
each action.

6. Ainbassadors will present the position papers to the conference  the entire class!.
Which issues  if any! do all eight countries support? Which issues  if any! do all
oppose? About which issues do countries disagree? Why? Were the views of Chief
Seattle expressed by any?

7. Take a vote on each proposal. An action may not pass unless all groups are in favor
of it. If the vote on an action is not unanimous, discuss the issue. Try to persuade
other groups to agree. Why might different groups disagree on these issues? After
discussion, take another vote. Which of the actions did your conference pass?
Which were defeated?

Discussion Questions
<. What are the basic interests that countries have in the oceans?  Most countries have

economicinterests in fish and/or mineral resources, transportation needs, and
military  defense! i nterests !

2- Why must all actions taken by a Law of the Sea conference be passed
unanimously?  lt would he dificult to enforce a law of the sea unless all countries
accepted it.!
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Categories of Nations

Each of the world's countries can be classified according to its level of development,
types of industry, and geography, into one or inore of the following categories:

STRAITS COUNTRIES are located next to a narrow waterway connecting bodies of
water with access to the sea. There are many straits in the world that are less than 24
miles wide. A 12-mile Territorial Zone would limit the right of other countries to pass
through these straits. Spain, which borders on the Straits of Gibraltar, is the example of
a straits country used in this activity. Can you find another straits country on the map?

FISHING COUNTRIES include countries with important coastal fisheries and those
with fishing fleets that travel to distant areas. The USSR, USA, Canada, Iceland, and
Spain can all be considered fishing states. All except the USSR have extensive coastal
fishing areas; the USSR sends its fishing fleet around the world.

ISLAND COUNTRIES like Bermuda wouM control large areas of the ocean if a
200-mile Exclusive Economic Zone were enforced. Small nations would thus be in a
position to control large amounts of very valuable resources.

MARITIME COUNTRIES have large fleets of commercial and naval ships, Canada,
the USSR, and the USA are examples of maritime countries. They are concerned about
the right of free passage for their ships, especially through narrow straits.

LIMITED SHELF COUNTRIES have narrow or short continental shelves. These
areas of comparatively shallow water contain many resources. Countries like
Yugoslavia and Nigeria, which have limited shelf area, could consider themselves at a
disadvantage because they have less access to valuable resources.

LANDLOCKED COUNTRIES have no coastiine. For this activity, Bolivia is an
example of a landlocked country. Under current laws, these countries have no rights to
coastal resources, A Seabed Authority that. would share ocean resources among all
nations would be favorable to these countries.

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES do not have much industry and frequently lack natural
resources. Nigeria and Yugoslavia are examples of developing countries. These
countries may be in need of the sea's fish and mineral resources, but they do not yet
have the technology to get them for themselves.

DEVELOPED COUNTRIES have strong industrial bases and strong economies.
Countries like the USA, Canada, and the USSR have the technology to find and extract
ocean resources, and they also have a large share of the world's wealth.
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THE UNlTED STATES OF AMERICA

The United States of America has been nicknamed "the melting pot of the world" because of the
wide variety of nationalities, religions, climates, natural resources, and agricultural and
manufacturing products. Education from age 6 to 16 is compulsory. Most Americans graduate
from high school or vocational school and many attend colleges and universities In 1983, the
average per capita income was $11,675; one of the highest in the world,

AREA: 3,615,122 square miles �th largest country in the world!

POPULATION; 226,545,805 �980 census! �th highest population in the world!.
Literacy Rate = 99%.

Seventy-four percent of the population lives in metropolitan areas situated along coastlines or
major waterways. The United States is the world's leading manufacturing country. Machinery,
food products, fabricated metal products, primary metals, printed publications, paper products,
and instruments are the leading products,

Twenty-six percent of the population lives in rural areas. There, farming is the leading
occupation. The United States has fertile soil. The use of modern machines and technology has
greatly improved the quantity and quality of farm products, Beef cattle, corn, dairy products,
eggs, hogs, poultry, soy beans, tobacco, and wheat are produced in great quantities.

The United States has many natural resources, Water supplies provide hydroelectric power,
irrigation for agriculture, and transportation for industrial products. Leading minerals include
coal, iron ore, lead, limestone, natural gas, oil, phosphorus, potash, uranium, and zinc. Due to low
or absent supplies, antimony, asbestos, bauxite, chromite, cobalt, copper, diamonds, iron ore,
magnesium, mica, nickel, tin, titanium, and uranium must be imported. Because of its high rate ot
energy consumption, the United States must now import almost half of its oil, most of which
comes from overseas.

The imported products come from many countries. The United States trades with every nation
in the world. Over 800 vessels carrying 1,000 gross tons or more make up the American merchant
fleet; however, 90 percent of America's shipping is done with vessels that are registered with
foreign governments.

Along the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans three and one half million metric tons of fish and other
seafood are caught annually. The chief fishing states include Florida, Massachusetts, Maine,
North Carolina, and Oregon. Cod, haddock, herring, and mackerel are caught along the New
England coast. Menhaden fish and shrimp are the major fish catches in the South Atlantic and
Gulf Coast, and salmon and tuna are caught along the Pacific Coast.

About 2,135,900 people are enlisted in the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Coast
Guard and the defense budget is over $100,000,000,000  about 7 percent of the Gross National
Product!, The Navy employs about 564,800 men and women at American naval bases and also at
bases located in Newfoundland, Bermuda, Bahamas, Jamaica, St. Lucia, Trinidad, Antigua, and
British Guyana.

The United States falls into several categories of countries: it is next to several straits including
the Bering Strait, it is a major fishing nation and maritime nation, and it is developed.

Information Source: World Book Almanac of Facts, 1986
Countries of the WorM and Their Leaders, 1986
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CANADA

Canada is the second largest country in the world. It borders on the Atlantic, Pacific, and Arctic
Oceans, and its largest cities and industrial areas are located along the Great Lakes and St.
Lawrence River. There are two official languages in Canada: English and French. About 45
percent of Canadians are of British descent, and about 29 percent are of French ancestry. In 1980
the per capita income was greater than $10,000.

AREA; 3,845,274 sq mi  9,959,219 sq km!; second largest country in the world.

POPULATION: 25,142,000  in 1984!; 85% within the southern 200 mi �20 km!. At age 6,
chiMren begin an eight-year elementary school and then at about age 14 almost all enter a regular
four or five year secondary school.

Over 3/4 of Canadians live in cities and towns. The largest cities, Quebec City and Toronto,
are on the Great Lakes/St. Lawrence River. The main economic fields are service industries and
manufacturing, Canada's gross national product ranks among the top ten in the world. Service
industries like hospitals, schools, restaurants, data processing services, and banks employ about
2/3 of Canada's workers. Manufacturing consists mainly of food processing, transportation
equipment, and newsprint, all of which depend on the abundant natural resources of the country.

Canada is rich in natural resources. The fish, fur-bearing animals, and forests that first brought
settlers to Canada continue to be important to the economy. Canada leads the world in the
production of newsprint, is one of the world's leading wheat producers, and is third in the world
in generating hydroelectricity. Canada is the world's biggest exporter of minerals, leading the
world in production of nickel and zinc. It ranks second in the world in asbestos, molybdenum,
potash, and uranium. More than half of Canada's income from minerals is based on petroleum
and natural gas, Coal, copper, gold, iron ore, lead, magnesium, silver, titanium, and tungsten are
also mined.

The fishing industry is one of Canada's oldest industries. The Grand Banks area on the
Atlantic coast is among the world's best fishing grounds: lobster, shellfish, cod, and herring are
abundant. On the Pacific coast, salmon is the main product.

Most of Canada's trade is with the U.S. and Japan. Canada has its own supplies of fossil fuels,
Petroleum use is decreasing and natural gas is becoming more popular as a fuel because it is
plentiful and relatively nonpolluting. Hydroelectric and nuclear plants supply 28 percent of
Canada's energy needs.

Since 1968, Canada's air, ground, and naval armed services have been merged into one
military force called the Canadian Armed Forces.

Canada, like the U,S., falls into several categories of countries: it is a major fishing and
maritime nation, and it is developed.

Informatiort source: World Book Encyclopedia, 1983
World Almanac and Book of Facts, 1986
The New Encyclopedia Britannica, 1987
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UNION OI= SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS "RUSSIA."

Russia is the largest country in the world. It borders three major oceans: Atlantic, Pacific,
and Arctic. However, its only ports lie in high northern latitudes and are, therefore, closed
by ice during part of the year.

Russia was the first country to develop a communist government and today has alliances
with most other communist countries.

A governing council rules over 15 republics that make up the USSR. Each is almost like a
separate country since languages, customs, and traditions vary greatly among the repub-
lics.

AREA: 8,549,500 square miles � times larger than the United States, excluding Alaska!

POPULATION: In 1980 was 265.5 million. It ranks third in world population and has a
Literacy Rate = 99.8%.

Russia is a developed country with an excellent educational system enrolling 55 million
full-time students. Sixty-four percent of the population lives in cities and is employed by
business and industry. Thirty-six percent of the Russian people live in the country, most on
farms. A few farms are privately owned and operated, while most are state owned and op-
erated by 5 to 10 families apiece. The per capita income in 1980 was approximately
$4,550 U.S. dollars.

Russia produces the following agricultural products: barley, corn, flax, rye, cotton, oats,
potatoes, sugar beets, and livestock. Russia's leading natural resources are bauxite, coal,
copper, gold, iron ore, lead, and forestry products. Russia is the largest oil producing na-
tion in the world. Besides oil, hydroelectric power and coal are the major energy sources.
It also has one of the world's largest fishing fleets. Fish provide a major source of protein
in the Russian diet

Russia exports iron, steel, lumber, machinery, and petroleum, Since Russia is almost
self-sufficient in most materials, only a few goods are imported � industrial equipment and
consumer goods. Russia's leading trading partners are Czechoslovakia, Japan, Italy, Ger-
many, Poland, Bulgaria, Hungary, Romania, Cuba, and the United States. Over 7,000 ves-
sels make up the Russian merchant fleet The most important merchant sea ports are at
Vosochny in far eastern Russia, Girgorevsky on the Black Sea, Ventspils at Lativ, and
Murrnansk and Archangel, used for Arctic traffic.

It has the largest armed forces in the world, employing over 3,375,000 persons. The de-
fense budget is approximately 15 percent of the Gross National Product. Russia's navy is
steadily expanding and progressively modernizing with over 500,000 officers and men.
Naval ports are located in Nikolaiev and the Sevastopol on the Black Sea, Molotovsk on
the White Sea, Komsomolsk on the Amur River, and Leningrad.

Russia is in severa] categories: it is next to several straits, including the Bering Strait; it
is a fishing country with a worMwide fleet; a maritime country, and developed.

Informatiort Source: World Almanac Book of Facts, 1986
Countries of the World and Their Leaders, 1986
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SPAIN

Spain occupies 5/6 of the Iberian Peninsula, with the remaining occupied by Portugal.
It boasts 3,340 miles of coastlines bordering both the Mediterranean Sea to the south
and the Atlantic Ocean to the north and west. The climate is sunny and dry. The high
central plateau region has hot summers and cold winters. Along the coast, climatic
conditions are not as severe.

AREA: 195,988 square miles  slightly larger than California!

POPVLATION: 38,629,000  est, 1985!  about 50 percent larger than California!.
Literacy Rate = 97%.

It has grown to become a modern, industrial country. Today, half of Spain's
population lives in cities, dwelling mostly in apartments. The per capita income in 1979
was $5,500 U.S. dollars. Most of the working force is employed in industry, farming, or
fishing. Spain is one of the world's leading producers of automobiles and ships. In
addition, cement, chemical products, clothing, shoes, cork products, and steel are also
major manufactured items. Most of the industrial and energy resources must be
imported since Spain lacks raw materials, A few minerals such as coal, lignite, iron ore,
zinc ore, and lead are mined for industrial use or exported.

Farm production in most regions is low due to poor soil, dry climate, and inferior
farming techniques. Although livestock, cereals, vegetables, grapes, oranges, tobacco,
honey, and sugar cane are major farm products, much food must still be imported.

Spain is a leading fishing nation, catching over 1.2 million metric tons of fish each
year, chiefly anchovies, codfish, hake, sardines, and tuna. The Spanish fishing fleet
includes 16,854 vessels. The fish come primarily from the water off the northern coast
of Spain. The merchant shipping fleet includes 3,040 vessels carrying over 3 million
passengers and 49 million tons of cargo annually to other parts of the world.

Spain has approximately 280,000 men in the armed forces. The Spanish fleet is
undergoing modernization.

Because of its position at the mouth of the Mediterranean, Spain would be considered
a "straits" country. It is also a fishing nation and is becoming a developed country.

Information Source: World Almanac Book of Facts, 1986
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YUGOSLAVIA

Yugoslavia borders the Adriatic Sea in southeastern Europe. Its population is a mixture of many
nationality groups with different cultures, religions, and languages. Much of the area is
mountainous. Along the coast, over 700 islands and the indented coastline provide many
excellent natural harbors. In northcentral Yugoslavia, the Danube River runs through the
Pannonian Plains region, which is fiat with rich soils, making this region the chief farming area.
The climate along the coast is auld; however, more extreme climatic conditions occur inland.

AREA: 98,766 square miles  a little larger than Oregon!

POPULATION: 22,412,000 �982 census!  ten tiines greater than Oregon!.
Literacy Rate = 90%. Almost all attend Primary School.

The Yugoslavian standard of living is high. Most families own a car, television set, and other
luxury items. They travel freely to other countries. In most cases, both the husband and wife hold
full-time jobs. The per capita income is $3,109 U.S. dollars.

About 35 percent of the land is devoted to agriculture, providing high yields of corn, sugar
beets, wheat, barley, oats, potatoes, tobacco, grapes, olives, plums, cattle, and sheep. Forests
cover 35 percent of the land and forest products are a major export.

Mineral resources include bauxite, chromite, coal, copper, iron, lead, mercury, natural gas,
petroleum, and zinc. Yugoslavia trades mostly with Italy, Germany, the Soviet Union, and the
United States. The major exports are forest products, livestock, machinery, metals, plastics, and
textiles. The chief imports include coal, crude oil, machiiiery, metals, plastics, and textiles, The
Yugoslavia shipping fleet consists of 432 vessels. Half of Yugoslavia's energy comes from
hydroelectric power. Coal is also widely used and a new nuclear power plant is near completion.

The principal product from the Adriatic Sea is fish. Yugoslavia owns more than 200 motorized
fishing vessels and over 1,700 sa.iling and rowing fishing vessels. Fish catch in 1981 was 71,000
metric tons.

The Yugoslavian armed forces consist of about 250,000 men, 27,000 of which are in the navy.
The defense budget is $1,300,000,000 or 8.5 percent of the Gross National Product. This is a
larger percentage than many other countries.

Yugoslavia has limited shelf area and is on the verge of being a developed country.

Information Source: World Almanac Book of Facts, 1986



NIGERIA

Nigeria is located on the west coast of Africa, along the Gulf of Guinea, just north of
the equator. Topography is Nigeria varies greatly. It has hot, rainy swamplands; dry,
sandy deserts; grassy plants; tropical forests; high plateaus; and rocky mountains.

AREA: 356,669 square miles  the size of Texas and Colorado combined!

POPULATION: 86,148,000  est. 1984!  three dmes the combined population of Texas
and Colorado!. In 1980, the enrollment ratio for primary schools was 71 percent.

Three-fourths of the Nigerian people live in rural areas earning their living by
farming, fishing, or herding. The per capita income is $750 U.S. dollars. Most people
live in small villages in huts made of grass and dried mud. Over 250 languages are
spoken.

Nigeria's economy is based on farming and mining. Nigeria ranks among the world' s
leading producers of cacao, palm oil and palm kernels, peanuts, and rubber. Other
important crops include beans, cassava, corn, millet, rice, and yarns. Farmers also raise
goats, poultry, sheep, and cattle.

The oil industry is the fastest-growing industry in Nigeria. Most of the oil fields are
operated by foreign companies. Many of the oil wells are located on the Nigerian
continental shelf in the Gulf of Guinea. Nigeria is a member of OPEC  Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries!. In 1985 over 95 percent of the value of exports was in
crude oil. Other minerals are coal, columbite, gold, iron ore, lead, limestone, natural gas,
tin, and zinc.

The principal shipping ports include Lagos, Port Harcourt, Warri, and Calabar. In
addition to oil it exports cacao beans, palm products, peanuts, rubber, timber, and tin.
Important items that must be imported include cement, chemical products, food
products, machinery, manufactured goods, and textiles. Nigeria's most important trading
partners are Great Britain, the Netherlands, Germany, and the United States.

Over 200,000 persons serve in the Nigerian Army. Nigeria also operates a small navy
�,500 persons!, an air force, and a federal police force.

Nigeria has a limited continental shelf and is a developing country.

Information Source: World Almanac Book of Facts, 1986
The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1987
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ICELAND

Iceland is a republic located just below the Arctic Circle in the northern Atlantic Ocean.
Because of its northern location, it has a relatively cool climate. A large part of the
country is covered by an icecap. There is a great deal of volcanic and earthquake
activity. Much of its energy comes from hot water that is found at and below the
surface.

AREA: 102,846 square kilometers or 39,769 square miles  about as big as Kentucky!

POPULATION: 239,000  est. 1984!  about I/16 the population of Kentucky!
Education is required through age 16.

Most Icelanders live in coastal towns, making a living by fishing or working in fish
processing plants. The per capita income in 1980 was $9,000 U.S. dollars. Fifteen
percent of the Icetanders are farmers, making a living in the fertile lowlands along the
southern and western coasts. The major agricultural products are hay, wool, meat,
skins, and dairy products.

The most important industry in Iceland is fishing and fish processing. In 1982, its
total fish catch was 776,000 metric tons, primarily cod, haddock, and herring. Most of
the fish are dried, salted, or frozen, and exported to other countries. Iceland trades
mainly with Denmark, Great Britain, Norway, Russia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Germany, and the United States. Fish and whale products are Iceland's greatest exports.
A small merchant marine consists of six steam-powered vessels and 987 smaller motor
vessels.

Iceland has no army or navy; however, the United States has troops stationed there.
Iceland does have a small coast guard, which patrols the fishing area surrounding the
island. In 1975, Iceland announced an extension of its fishing rights to 200 miles to
protect the fishing stock and its fishing industry.

Iceland is an island country, a fishing country, and developed.

Information source: World Almanac Book of Facts, 1986
The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1987
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The Republic of Bolivia, located in South America, has been a landlocked country since
1879 when its western neighbor, Chile, seized the Bolivian coastal province, Atacama, in
a dispute over nitrate deposits. This isolated country lies between the Amazon jungle and
the Andes Mountains. It has high p]ains, plateaus, mountains, and lowlands. The average
temperature varies from 45 degrees to 75 degrees F depending on the region of the coun-
try.

Bolivia is often called a "Beggar sitting on a throne of gold." This poor country has large
mineral, forest, and water resources, yet lacks the capability for using these resources.

AREA: 424,165 square miles  about the size of California and Texas together!

POPULATION: 6,195,000  est. 1985!  one-half the population of Texas!. The Literacy
Rate was only about 60% in the early 1980s.

Two main social classes exist in Bolivia: "those who have much," and "those who

have little." Basically, the majority of Indians and some Mestizos  mixed Indian and
White! are poor farmers, miners, and industrial workers. They live in adobe houses and
eat corn, cereal, and potatoes as major portions of their diet. The minority Whites and
Mestizos dwell in Spanish-style homes in the large cities and primarily operate the busi-
nesses. The per capita income in 1982 was $570 U.S. dollars.

Farming emp]oys over one-half of the Bolivian workers, although only two percent of
the land is cultivated. Lack of funds to buy machinery, primitive farming methods, and
unwillingness to move to richer lowlands prevent larger crop yield. Beef, cocoa, coffee,
corn, cotton, rice, hides, mutton, and sugar are the chief products.

Although poor in many aspects, Bolivia is rich in minera]s. Thirteen percent of the
world's tin is mined in Bolivia. Other valuable minerals include antimony, bismuth, cop-
per, gold, lead, tungsten, silver, and zinc. Bolivia is also se]f-sufficient in oil production.
Vast forests supp]y quebracho wood  used in tanning and drying! and rubber. Waterfal]s
and rapids are possible sources of hydroelectric power.

Since Bolivia is landlocked, trade with other countries is limited. However, surround-
ing countries allow Bolivia the use of some ports. Arica and Antofagasto, ports in Chile,
Mollendo-Matarani in Peru, and La Quiaca on the Amazon, are the most used
import-export shipping centers for Bolivia. Of the revenue from exports, 55 percents
comes from tin and other exported minera]s, vehic]es, timber, and wool from the United
States and other South American countries. Railroads connect harbors on the Pacific to

major cities in Bolivia, making foreign trade easier.

Bolivia emp]oys 24,000 people in the armed forces.

Bolivia is a landlocked country and one of the developing countries.

Information source: World Almanac Book of Facts, 1986
The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1987



BERMUDA

The British dependency, Bermuda, consists of more than 300 coral islands in the North
Atlantic Ocean. This favorite resort country is known for its warm, sunny climate,
winding roads, palm trees, colorful flowers, and shining beaches. The only source of
fresh water in Bermuda is rain water caught off roofs of buildings and stored in tanks
outside. Small fish are sometimes put in the tanks to keep them free of mosquito larvae.

AREA: 20 square miles or 53 square kilometers  I/8 the size of Columbus, Ohio!

POPULATION: 58,000  est. 1985!. The Literacy Rate is almost 100%. Between the
ages of 5 and 16, education is mandatory and free.

Only 20 of the 300 Bermudan Islands are inhabited. On these islands, hotels, beaches,
and recreational resources attract over 500,000 tourists each year. Tourism represents 44
percent of the Gross National Product. The country has almost no natural resources and
therefore must import all energy and minerals,

Farming and fishing employ 1.5 percent of the work force in Bermuda. Bananas, citrus
fruits, lilies, potatoes, green vegetables, eggs, and milk are the major farm products.

Bermuda imports three times more goods than it exports in its 200 vessel shipping fleet.
Four-fifths of its food must be imported. Britain, the Netherlands, and the United States
are Bermuda's biggest customers. In addition, Bermuda re-exports many goods because
of ships stopping in major harbors such as Hamilton and St. George for medical, fuel,
and other ship supplies.

For defense, Bermuda relies primarily on Britain; however, the Bermuda Regiment
defense force employs 350 men. Since Bermuda occupies a very strategic military
location, the United States, in 1941, leased 2.3 square miles of land for naval and air
force bases.

Bermuda is a developing island country.

Information source: World Almanac Book of Facts, 1986
The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1987
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The Challenge of Chief Sedttle
Yonder sky that has wept tears of
compassion upon our fathers for centuries
untold, and which to us looks eternal, may
change. Today it is fair. Tomorrow it may
be overcast with clouds.

My words are like the stars that never set.
What Seattle says, the Great Chief at
Washington can rely upon with as much
certainty as our pa!eface brothers can rely
upon the return of the seasons.

The son of the White Chief says his father
sends us greetings of friendship and good
wil!. This is kind of him, for we know he
has little need of our friendship in return
because his people are many. They are like
the grass that covers the vast prairies,
while my people are few, they resemble the
scattering trees of a storm-swept plain.

The Great Chief in Washington sent word
that he wishes to buy our land. How can you
buy or sell the sky, the warmth of the land?
The idea is strange to us lf we do not own
the freshness of the air and the sparkle of
the water, how can you buy them?

Every part of this earth is sacred to my
peop!e. Every shining pine needle, every
sandy shore, every mist in the dark woods,
every clearing, and humming insect is holy
in the memory and experience of my people.
The sap which courses through the trees
carries the memories of the red man.

The white man's dead forget the country of
their birth when they go to walk among the
stars. Our dead never forget this beautiful
earth, for it is the mother of the red man.
We are part of the earth and it part of us,
The perfumed f!owers are our sister; the
deer, the horse, the great eagle, these are
our brothers. The rocky crests, the juices
in the meadows, the body heat of the pony,
and man � all belong to the same family.
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So, when the Great Chief in Washington
sends word that he wishes to buy our land,
he asks much of us.

The Great Chief sends word he will reserve
us a place so that we can live comfortab!y to
ourselves. He will be our father and we will
be his children.

So we wi!l consider your offer to buy our
land. But this will not be easy, For this
land is sacred to us.

This shining water that moves in the
streams and rivers is not just water but the
blood of our ancestors. If we sel! you !and,
you must remember that it is sacred, and
you must teach your children that it is
sacred, and that each ghostly ref!ection in
the clear water of the lakes te!ls of events

and memories in the life of tny people. The
water's murmur is the voice of my father' s
father.

The rivers are our brothers, they quench
our thirst. The rivers carry our canoes,
and feed our children. If we sell you our
land, you must remember, and teach your
chi!dren, that the rivers are our brothers,
and yours, and you must henceforth give the
rivers the kindness you would give my
brother.

The red man has always retreated before the
advancing white man, as the mist of the
mountain runs before the morning sun. We
know that the white man does not understand
our ways, One portion of land is the same to
him as the next, for he is a stranger who
comes in the night and takes from the land
whatever he needs. The earth is not his

brother, but his enemy, and when he has
conquered it, he moves on. He !eaves his
father's graves behind, and does not care.
He kidnaps the earth from his children, He
does not care. His father's graces and his



children's birthright are forgotten. He
treats his mother, the earth, and his

brother, the sky, as things to be bought,
plundered, sold like sheep or bright beads.
His appetite will devour the earth.

The sight of your cities pains the eyes of the
red man. But perhaps it is because the red
man is a savage and does not understand.

There is no quiet place in the white man' s
cities. No place to hear the unfurling of the
leaves in spring or the rustle of insect's
wings. The clatter only seems to insult the
ears. And what is there to life if man cannot
hear the lonely cry of the whippoorwill or
the arguments of the frogs around a pond at
night? The Indian prefers the soft sound of
wind darting over the face of a pond, and the
smell of the wind itself, cleansed by a
midday rain, or scented with the pinon pine.

The air is precious to the red man, for all
things share the same breath-the beast,
the tree, the man, they all share the same
breath. The white man does not seem to

notice the air he breathes. I ike a man dying
for many days, he is numb to the stench.
But if we sell you our land, you must
remember that the air is precious to us,
that the air shares its spirit with all life it
supports. The wind that gave our
grandfather his first breath also receives
his last sigh. And if we sell you our land,
you must keep it apart and sacred, as a place
where even the white man can go to taste the
wind that is sweetened by the meadow's
flowers.

So we will consider your offer to buy our
land. If we decide to accept, I will make one
condition: The White Man must treat the
beasts of this land as his brothers. I have
seen a thousand rotting buffalo on the
prairie, left by the white man who shot
them from a passing train. I am a savage
and I do not understand how the smoking
iron horse can be more important than the
buffalo that we kill only to stay alive.

What is man without the beasts? If all the
beasts were gone, men would die from a
great loneliness of spirit. For whatever
happens to the beasts, soon happens to man.
All things are connected.

You must teach your children that the
ground beneath their feet is the ashes of our
grandfathers. So that they will respect the
land, tell your children that the earth is
rich with the lives of our kin. Teach your
children what we have taught our children,
that the earth is our mother. Whatever
befalls the earth befalls the sons of the
earth. If men spit upon the ground, they
spit upon themselves.

The earth does not belong to man; man
belongs to the earth. All things are
connected like the blood which unites one

family.

Man did not weave the web of life; he is

merely a strand in it. Whatever he does to
the web, he does to himself.

Our dead never forget this beautiful world
that gave them being. They still love its
winding rivers, its great mountains and its
sequestered vales, and they ever yearn in
tenderest affection over the lonely-hearted
living, and often return to visit, guide, and
comfort them.

Day and night cannot dwell together. The red
man has ever fled the approach of the white
man as the changing mist on the mountain
side flees before the blazing sun.

However, your proposition seems a just
one, and I think that my people will accept it
and will retire to the reservation you offer
them. There we will dwell apart in peace,
for the words of the Great White Chief seem
to be the voice of Nature, speaking to my
people out of the thick darkness that is fast
gathering round them like a dense fog
floating inward from a midnight sea.
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Our children have seen their fathers

humbled in defeat. Our warriors have felt
shame, and after defeat they turn their days
in idleness and contaminate their bodies
with sweet food and strong drink.

lt matters little where we pass the remnant
of our days. They are not many. The
Indian's night promises to be dark. No
bright star hovers above his horizon. Sad-
voiced wings moan in the distance. Some
grim Fate of our race is on the red man's
trail, and wherever he goes he will still
hear the sure approaching footsteps of his
fell destroyer and prepare to stolidly meet
his doom, as does the wounded doe that hears
the approaching footsteps of the hunter.

A few more hours, a few more winters, and
none of the children of the great tribes that
once lived on this earth or that roam now in

small bands in the woods will be left to

mourn the graves of a people once as
powerful and hopeful as yours, But why
should 1 mourn the passing of my people?
Tribes are made of men, nothing more. Men
come and go, like the waves of the sea.

Even the white man, whose God walks and
talks with him as friend to friend, cannot be

exempt from the common destiny. We may
be brothers after all; we shall see. One
thing we know, which the White Man may
one day discover � our God is the same God.
You may think now that you own Him as you
wish to own our land; but you cannot. He is
the God of Man, and His compassion is equal
for the red man and the white. This earth is

precious to Him, and to harm the earth is to
heap contempt on its Creator. The white too
shall pass; perhaps sooner than all other
tribes. Continue to contaminate your bed,
and you will one night suffocate in your own
waste.

But in your perishing you will shine
brightly, fired by the strength of the God
who brought you to this land and for some

special purpose gave you domimon over this
land and over the red man. That destiny is a
mystery to us, for we do not understand
when buffalo are slaughtered, the wild
horses are tamed, the secret corners of the
forest heavy with the scent of many men,
and the view of the ripe hills blotted by
talking wires. Where is the thicket? Gone.
Where is the eagle? Gone. And what is it to
say goodbye to the swift pony and the hunt?
The end of living and the beginning of
survival.

When the last red man shall have perished,
and the memory of my tribe shall have
become a myth among the white roan, these
shores will swarm with the invisible dead of
my tribe, and when your children' s
children think themselves alone in the field,
the store, the shop, or in the silence of the
pathless woods, they will not be alone... At
night when the streets of your cities and
villages are silent and you think them
deserted, they will throng with the
returning hosts that once filled them and
still love this beautiful land, The white man
will never be alone. When the last red man

has vanished from this earth, and his

memory is only the shadow of a cloud
moving across the prairie, these shores and
forests will still hold the spirits of my
people. For they love this earth as the
newborn loves its mother's heartbeat. So if
we sell you our land, love it as we' ve loved
it. Care for it as we' ve cared for it. Hold in

your mind the memory of the land as it is
when you take it. And with all your
strength, with all your mind, with all you
heart, preserve it for your children, and
love it... as God loves us all.

Bill Schneider, ed. Montana Outdoors
Magazine. The Minnesota Volunteer,
November December, 1976. pp. 1-12,





Paddle Makes Headlines

Introductioa
Some of the PeoPle who helped Paddle during his journey found out what happened to
him by reading a newspaper article sent from France. What do you think the article
said? How could people in France know something about Paddle's adventures?

Objectives
When the students have completed this activity, they will be able to list the six basic
questions a story should answer. They will write and illustrate a newspaper article with
an appropriate headline that summarizes Paddle's journey.

Materials
Paper, pencil or pen, markers or crayons.

Procedtjre
1. Discuss with students what they expect to find out when they read any story.

Six basic questions should be mentioned:
~ WHO is the story about?
* WHAT is happening in the story?
~ WHY do these things happen?
~ WHEN is it happening?
' WHERE does the story take place?
~ HOW is the problem solved?  How does the story end?!

2. Read Chapter 27, On a Wharf. What information was contained in the French
newspaper story? A title for a newspaper article is called a headline. The headline
tells the main idea or subject of the story in just a few words. Can you think of
some possible titles for this story?

3. Write an article about Paddle that might have appeared in the French newspaper.
Think about what the people on the wharf found out when they read the article and
remember the six questions your story should answer. Be sure to give your article a
headline.

4. Draw a picture to illustrate an event described in your story. You might want to
draw how Paddle looked after his long voyage or how Paddle landed on the fishing
boat.

5. Share the articles with the class. Can you answer the six basic questions for each
article? What information is the same in all the articles? How do the articles differ?



A Dream Comes f|Ue

Introduction

When the Indian boy found out that Paddle had arrived in France, he was very happy.
Paddle had survived and had made the journey that the boy was not able to make. The
boy's dream for Paddle had become a reality.

Objectives
When the students have completed this activity, they will be able to list the six basic
questions a story should answer. They will write a story describing the feelings people
might have when their special dream comes true.

Materials

Paper, pencil or pen, markers or crayons.

Procedure
1. Discuss with students what they expect to find out when they read any story.

Six basic questions should be mentioned:
~ WHO is the story about?
* WHAT is happening in the story?
~ WHY do these things happen?
~ WHEN is it happening?
~ WHERE does the story take place?
~ HOW is the problem solved?  How does the story end?!

2. Read Chapter 27, On a Wharf. Discuss how the Indian boy felt when he overheard
the men discussing the newspaper story about Paddle. What words in the chapter
let you know how he felt. Why was he so happy? Have you ever had similar
feelings? In what situations?

3. Write a story which describes how you or someone else felt about having a special
dream come true. Or write about the Indian boys's feelings after he knew Paddle
had survived his journey. Remember the six questions your story should answer.
Try to write the story so that your readers will feel the same way you did.

4. Draw a picture to illustrate your story. Make your picture express the feelings you
described in your story. Think about drawing facial expressions and using colors to
reflect the mood of your story.

5. Share the stories and drawings with the class. What kinds of dreams were
described in the stories? Can you answer the six basic questions for each story?
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Some Additional Resources for Teaching About the C,rt:at I akes

Ashworth, William. The Late, Great Lakes. New York: Alfred A, Knopf, 1986.
Well-written overview of economic and environmental development in the
region. Tends to emphasize negative aspects, however.

Barry, James P. The Fate of the Lakes. New York, Bonanza Books, 1972.
Color-illustrated review of environmental problems as they were in the 1970s.
Use with updated references for best effect.  Things are different riow! !

Botts, Lee and Bruce Krushelnicki. The Great Lakes, An Environmental Atlas and
Resource Book. Environment Canada and USEPA, 1987.

An excellent paperbound booklet of maps showing updated information about a
wide range of characteristics of the Great Lakes Basin. Includes a wall map. Full
color. Available free from your nearest Environment Canada or USEPA office.

Burns, Noel M. Erie: The Lake That Survived. Totowa, NJ: Rowan and Allanheld,
1985.

Well-written scientific approach to changes that have occurred in the Great Lakes,
with Lake Erie as the most visible example.

Fortner, Rosanne W. and Victor J. Mayer, eds. The Great Lake Erie. Columbus: The
Ohio State University, 1987.

Sixteen papers �55 pp! by experts on the science and social studies topics
addressed in Paddle-to-the-Sea. Available from the School of Natural Resources
at Ohio State, $15 plus 15% for postage and handling.

Freshwater Society. The Great Lakes Directory of Natural Resources Agencies and
Organizations. Chicago: Center for the Great Lakes, 1984/85. 200 pp.

Comprehensive listing and description of information sources. Good for
identification of local resource groups. Can be purchased from the Center for the
Great Lakes, 435 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL 60611. 1985 price $20.

Great Lakes Science Advisory Board. Directory of Great Lakes Education Material.
Windsor, Ontario: International Joint Commission, 1988.

Description of print and audiovisual materials for teaching about the Great Lakes,
as well as sources of additional materials. Revised regularly. Does not contain
evaluations or prices. Available free from UC.

Rousrnaniere, John, ed. The Enduring Great Lakes. New York: W.W. Norton, 1979.
Adapted from an issue of NATURAL HISTORY magazine from the American
Museum of Natural History. Well-written background information on the basic
scientific research involving the lakes and their life forms.
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Oceanic Education Activities for Great Lakes SchooIs  OEAGLS!
Results of studies of student knowledge about the oceans and Great Lakes environments indicate a need for greater awareness of those
environments and a greater understanding of the impact they have upon the lives of people. OEAGLS  pronounced "eagles" ! are de.-
signed to take a concept or idea from the existing school curriculum and develop it into an oceanic and Great Lakes context, using
teaching approaches and materials appropriate for children in grades five through nine.

OEAGLS materials are designed to be easily integrated into existing curricula. Investigations arc characterized by subject matter
cotnpatibility with existing curriculum topics; short activities lasting from one to three classes; minimal preparation time; minimal
equipmcnt needs; standard page size for easy duplication; student workbook plus teacher guide; suggested extension activities for fur-
ther inlorination or creative expression; teachability demonstrated by use in middle school classrooms, and content accuracy assured
by critical reviewers. Each title consists of a student workbook and a teacher guide and costs $3.00 for thc publication, postage, and
handling. If ordering EP-026, add an additional $4.00 to cover the cost of the computer disk.

THF. FFFECT OF THE GREAT LAKES ON TEMPERATURE  EP-001!
THE EFFECT OF THE GREAT LAKFS ON CLIMATE  EP-002!
ANCIENT SHORES OF LAKE ERIK  EP-003!
HOW TO PROTECT A RIVFR  EP404!
CHANGING LAKE LEVELS  EP-005!
EROSION ALONG THE GREAT LAKES  FP-006!
COASTAL PROCESSES AND EROSION  EP-007!
POLLUTION IN LAKE ERIE: AN INTRODUCTION  EP-00tt!
YF.LLOW PERCH IN LAKE ERIE  EP-009!
EVIDFNCE OF AVCIENT SFAS IN OHIO  EP-010!
TO HARVEST A WALLEYE  EP-011!
OIL SPILL!  EPW12!
SHIPPING ON THF. GREAT LAKES  EP-013!
GEOGRAPHY OF THE GREAT LAKFS  FP-014!
OH I ! CANALS  KP-015!
THK ESTUARY: A SPECIAL PLACE  KP-016!
THK GREAT LAKFS TRIANGLE  EP-017!
KNOWING TIkE ROPES  KP+1S!GETTING TO KNOW YOUR LOCAL FISH  EP-019! National Sea Grant Depository
SHIPPING: THF. WORLD CONNKCTION  FP-020!
WE HAVE MFT THE FNEMY  EP-021!
IT'S EVERYOVE'S SEA: OR IS IT?  EP-022!P .Bs IN FISH: A PROBLEM?  KP423! Narragansett. Rl 02882-1197USA
A GREAT LAKES VACATI ? N  EP-024!
STORM SURGFS  EP-025!
RIVER TRFK with computer program {FP-�26!
WA VES  EP-027!
LAKE LAYERS: STRATIFICATION  FP428!
NUTRH'.NTS IN THE GREAT LAKES  EP-029!
EATING LIKE A BIRD  KP430!

OEAGLets
In the primary grade range we have three activities. All use Lake Eric information applied to all primary subject areas.

Each title costs $5,00 for the publication, postage, and handling.

LAKE ERIE � TAKE A BOW  EP-031!
BU1I.D A FISH TO SCALE  FPN32!
A DAY IN LIFE OF A FISH  EP-033!

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
All programs run on Apple II computer series.

KP-24fD!sk This program is att optional purchase to accompaity  ?EAGLS A Great Lakes Vacation. $4.00
KP-074fDisk To accompany OEAGLS EP-01L 019, 021, attd 023. $5.00

ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS
SL'PPLEMKNTAL CURRICULUM ACTIVITIFS TO ACCOMPANY HOLI.ING C. HOLLIN  S

PADDLE -TO-THE-5I':A  FP-076! $10.00
ACTIVITIFS FROM MIDDLE SEA  EP-071! $2.50
WATERWORKS  FP-072! $2.50
TIIF. OHIO SEA GRANT EDUCATION PROGRAM: DFVELOPMEVT, IMPLEMFNTATION, FVALUATION  KP-075! $8.00
MARINE EDUCATION BIBLIOGRAPHY $2,00

OTHER PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE
TWlftfE I.lftfkl Sea Grant eight-page bimonthly rtewslettn. $4.50 for six issues.
Pl!BLICATION BROCHURE Free.
1'.'DUCAT ION BROCHURE Free.
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIOVS BROCHt.iRK Free.
SEA GRANT PROGRAM BROCHURE Frcc. iRKAT LAKES PURSUIT SE. PJ7aumer and R.W. Fartrter. A game playA like Trivial Pursuit 5 but thc questiorts chagertgc p!ayers to leam

about the Great Lakes, $24.00  see education publication brochure for price to educators!.
TOO MU ..H MUSSEL 1991. This 5 1/2 mittutc video {VHS format! provides an overview of the zebra mussel irupact to Lake Erie. $15.00.
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